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By HARRY
very
its success in routing the enemy was secured by this
1
watchfulness.
Ben and Sam Sanderson met two other boys on the way
A MESSAGE FROM THE GFNERAL.
to Dick's tent.
These we1:e Bob Estabrook and Mark Mol-rison, first and
'Halt!"
second lieutenants respectively.
I\. man on horseback approached a camp.
"A messenger for Dick," said Ben. ·
I\. boy in Continental uniform was on guard.
"Vel'Y good," and the two boys followed.
[twas he who had given the command.
Dick Slater came out of his tent as the party advanced.
rhe camp was in the woods between Tanytown and White
The messenger handed him a packet addressed in the
'ns in Westchester County, New York.
t was occupied by a band of one hundred young patriots, general's own handwriting, which Dick was well acquainted
.
with.
wn as the Liberty Boys.
"Will you wait?" Dick said.
or two years and over they had been fighting in the cause
"Yes."
American independence.
"Come in, Bob and Mark."
hey had alr eady made a name for themselves, and their
The three boys entered the tent. · ,
tain, Dick Slater, enjoyed the confidence of General WashThe messenger and Ben and Sam sat on logs at a little
on himself.
e was not only a brave fighter and a daring· leader, but distance and waited.
Dick broke the seat and read the dispatches.
amous spy as well.
They were brief but evidently of much importance.
ore than once he had been sent on secret missions by
"There is work for us, boys," said Dick.
~ commander-in-chief.
"We are ready for it," was Bob's reply.
all of these he had proved satisfactory.
"Where is it?" asked 'lVIark.
he British now held New York, and Long and Staten
"We have just helped to drive the British, Hessians and
nds, and had lat ely sent expeditions into Westchester.
hese had not been successful, the patriots having routed ·Tories from Kingsbridge back to New York."
"Yes, and it was good work," said Bob spiritedly.
driven out the marauders.
"Now there are rumors of marauQ.ers in the neighborhood
ther expeditions were planned, it was thought, and the
I of Throck's Neck, at the mouth of the Bronx, and else.
mmander was anxious to learn about them. .
•
where."
The man on horseback dismounted, saluted and said:
;'And we a1·e to get rid of them?" asked Bob.
"I come from the general with dispatches for Captain
"Yes, and to go to New York and learn all we can of the
ater."
enemy's plans."
"You are not in uniform."
"That pro;mises adventures enough," observed Mark. "Ar e
'I have come through a region infested by Tories, and it
ali of us gaing?"
s not thought wise to wear one."
"Not to New York, although we will all look after thes!'!
"Very good," and the boy on guard uttered a whistle.
marauders."
Two of the Liberty Boys came f6rward.
"'Good!"
"What it is, Jack?" asked one, known as Ben Sfmrlock.
Dick then left the tent.
"Take the messenger to Dick's tent," answered Jack War"Tell the ·general," he said to the messenger, "that th~
, the boy on guard.
The man went off with the two boys toward Dick Slater's business will be attended t o at once."
/
"Very good, Captain," riing.
t.
"By the way, you may need refreshments, you and. your
Two other boys came toward Jack.
horse?"
"Who is it, Jack?"
"It would not go amiss."
"A messenger from the general, Harry. I did not know
"Call Patsy, Ben."
and had to be cautious."
· "Hello, Patsy!" cried Ben in a loud voice.
"Very true," said Harry Thurber.
"Yis, Oi'm coming," and a jolly-looking, pug-nosed, freckleHe and his companion, Harry Judson, were close friends.
"One has to be suspicious of strangers in Westchester faced Irish boy came out of a tent hard by.
He was Patsy Brannigan, the company cook, and cne of the
wadays," said the other Harry, "when there are so many
chief fun-makers of the camp, but as bold as a lion withal.
ries about."
"Get some dinner for the general's messenger and look
"Yes," agreed Jack, "the man may be all right, but I didn't
after his horse also, Patsy," said Dick.
ow."
"Surre Oi will, sor. This way. Hello, ·cookyspiller!"
All the Liberty Boys were cautious at all times, and this
"Ya, what you want?" asked a stout German boy of nearnstant vigilance had its effect.
The company was made up of brave, dashing fellows, a nd ly two hundred pounds. cominl!' forward. .
CHAPTER I.
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"You are ' one," laughed Mark, "and I must say I am not
He was Carl Gookenspieler, the German Liberty Boy, J
over-cautious myself, while Jack and some others are regular
Patsy's fast friend and in'ieparable companions.
"Shtir up the foire, an' put on the Kettle. Oi must get pepper-pots when they hear Britons talking."
"They must be more than ever cautious," said Dick, "alsomething to a:e for the gineral's mi ssinger diiectly."
though I know how difficult it is to hold in when one hears
"All righd, I was dood dot."
As the messenger went off with Patsy and Carl J. number thesi:i invaders abusing us, calling us 'rebels,' and all that,
saying what they are going to do to us."
'
of the boys came forward.
"No, and one can't blame us for sputtering and for now
"There is somet hing to be d~me, Dick?" asked two or three.
. "Yes, and what it is you will all learn in good time. . It and _then pitching into these boasters when t!iey get too
ls as well not to talk about it, as we do not know who may abusive," added Bob.
It was early afternroon when the messenger had arrived.
be listening."
At sunset they set off down the river, travelmg at a good
Even as Dick spoke a disturbance was heard at one side
·
rate.
of the camp.
Their depa1-ture caused no suspicion among the Tory neighIn a fe~ moments the two Harrys came up, bringing
I
With 1:hetn a hulking, evil-looking boy, who- was struggling bors.
. They often left their camp for a day or two and someto get free.
"You leggo me," he cr ied, kickmg and striking. "I hain't times longer.
Now and then something happened, and occasionally nothdone nQ.thin', leggo me, I tell yer, yer blame rebels!"
·
ing did.
- "What is the matter, boys ?" asked Dick.
1t was not great affair for the Liberty Boys to leave their
"We found young Hank Jones loitering around the camp,
camp, therefore, and it did not necessa:i;.ily mean anything.
and brought him in," said Harry Judson.
It was not more than a dozen or fifteen miles to their
"Jack had ordered him away before that, and then Will and
destination, and it was something after dark when they
Walter did the same," added Harry Thurber.
·
"I guess I got a right to go through ther woods," snarled reachecj, it.
At Throck's Neck they saw nothing of the suspicious
the prisoner, who was a rank T0ry, and a bully to boot.
schooner, and they worked their way toward the Bronx along
"You don't own 'em."
·
"What were you loitering about our camp for, Jones?" shore.
They had gone some little distance when Dick saw a light
asked Dick:
"Wafsn't I goin' home? Guess I got a right to go home, flash from the wate1·.
He saw it for a moment, and then saw an answering light
hain't I?"
"He w'a s loitering," said another boy. "He was trying to from the shore.
"They are signaling," he said to Bob.
hear what some of the boys were saying, and he was or....
"Yes, so it would seem."
dered off two or three times'."
The boys were not riding in a body, but in parties of from
"Hank Jones,?' said Dick, "you are a Tory and a sneak.
You have always been an enemy to the Liberty Boys, and six to a dozen .
Dick and Bob, Jack, Ben, the two Ha-rrys and Sam were
. you would do us harm now if you could."
"Wasn't doin' nothin', I was just· goin' home, that's all." riding ahead.
They kept on a little farther in the dark, when they saw
"You can go now, and see that you do, but if we catch
you hanging around our camp again, we will give you a the light of a house by the roadside.
"Wait a moment," said Dick as he rode ahead.
....
thrashing. So just remember it."
The blinds were not drawn, and Dick, looking in, saw an
"I don't think one would hurt now,'' said Bob, cutting a
American tlag draped over the chimney place.
birch twig and trimmjng it.
He knew at once that the people of ihe house were patriots.
"Lemme go, an' I vron't come 'round agin," whined the
Riding up, he dismounted and knocked at the door.
)oy, trembling and struggling to get free.
A young gir! answered the sum:i:nons. ·
"Let him go, boys,'' said Dick.
"Good evening," she said. "Any one wearing that uniThe two Harrys released young Jones.
In an instant he was out of the camp, and in a short time form is welcome in this hous.e ."
"I thought 150," with a smile. "I saw our flag over the
he had disappeared.
"He won't do any mischief now," said Dick, "but he must chimney."
"Won't you come in?"
be watched."
"Yes, thank you. I would like to see your father."
He entered the living room and found a man and a woman, a boy of fourteen and a younger girl.
CHAPTER IL
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys," he said,
removing his hat.
MISCHIEF ON FOOT.
"Good ~vening, Captain. I am George Evans; this is
After the messenger had taken his departure, Dick said my wife, and these are my children, young George, Mary
and Esther, your escort."
to Bob and Mark: )
"Have you been troubled by the cre>v of a mysterious
"Ther.e.. is a schooner lying sdmewhere between Throck's
Neck and the Bronx, which has excited the suspicion of the schoonei· which haunts the waters hereabouts?" asked Dick.
"No, we have not, but I have heard of her from some of
people in that vicinity."
my neighbors."
"They think she is an enemy, do they?" asked Bob.
"She lies somewhere off here now. I saw a light disappear
"Yes, as depredations have been committed in the neighfrom her deck not long since."
~orhood, which can be traced to no one but her crew."
'
"You did?"
''They are not redcoirts?-'' asked Mark.
"Yes, a:Rd an answering light from shore."
'"None have been seen and the crew are not known."
"Just now, you say?"
"Then we must investigate."
"A few minutes since. Have you neighbors near at hand?"
"Exactly. I will take the Liberty Boys down there and
"I have one about two hundred yards to the west."
scour the neighborhood."
"What are your nearest neighbors?"
"Very good."
•
"Tories."
"Tl:ien if we find that the crew of this schooner have been
"Ah, then I may have to investigate in that direction."
the marauder.;;, we •will seize l}er and deliver them up."
"You have come to stop the~ dep,redations, you and the
"That's right,'' said both boys.
"After that we will take the schooner and go down to the Liberty Boys?"
"Yes."
city in her."
"I trust that you will be successful."
"That will save the trouble of having to break through
"We mean to be," quietly.
the lines," laughed Bob.
"How many have you in the Liberty Boys?"
"I have a letter to deliver to a gentleman in the city, and
"One hundred; we are mounted and can go from place to
there will be other errands," continued Dick.
place very rapidly."
"You will not take all the boys to the city?"
"That's a great advantage."
"No, the British hold New York, and too many of us t here!
At that moment Bob entered and said:
might excite suspicion."
"They have been signalling again, Dick"
"And then, some of our boys are so outspoken t hat they
"They have?•
would be sure to get into trouble," observed Bob.
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'Shots rang out from the hou se and from one side, :md then
"Yes, the schooner has come in close1· to shore."
"I think I had better have a close1· look at her. Come, the Liberty Boys dashed out.
Then a fresh party of the boys suddenly arri ved.
Bob. Good evening for the present, Mr. Evans."
The raiders found them selves outnumbered.
The two boys then left the house and rode on cautiously
/
lt was the same at the othe1· houses.
till they reached a clump of trees.
The raiders di scovered, too late, that their com;nir had bee11
This was quite near to the house which Evans had spok,
known.
en of.
Parties of the Liberty Boys were de;;patched to meet them
"There is someone coming," whispered Dick.
·
Jt was answered, antl a man came up through some bushes as they retreated.
When the first sounds of firing were heard, Bob and his
from the water.
party seized the boats and went out to the schooner.
"That you, Filkins?" asked the mfn from the house.
Only a small party had been left to g uard it.
"Yes, everything quiet, Ranks?" ·
These were speedily overpowered and bound.
"No one's got any suspicion that you're anywhere about?"
Some of those on shore succeeded in eludin):\' Dick's parties
"How about them rebels next door, what you mentioned?"
and came rushing down to the water.
"Them Evanses? 'I'hey don't suspect nothing."
Bob had left enough on shore to protect the boats and
"Pretty well fixed, are they? Got money an' stock, an'
'
drive off the raiders.
such?"
The latter suddenly found themselves not only beaten on
"Pretty fairly."
shore, but prevente.d from i:ctuming to "their vessel.
"Any ·other rebels near?"
Not only the people of the hollscs marked for attack, but
"Yes, three or four; and all close together."
othe1s as well as the Liberty Boys fell upon them..
"That's good," and the man whistled once or twice.
They were scattered in all directions.
In a few moments three or four men came out of the
Filkins, thinking· that I'.anks had betrayed him, led a party
.
bushes.
·
to attack the 'rory's house.
"Are all the men ashore?" asked Filkins.
They were driven off by Dick, and then the young patriot
"No, but we can get up in a little while."
called the Tory out.
"You're in the cove?"
"We have saved your home, Ranks," he said, "simply be"Yes, and hid from the road by the bushes and trees."
"B etter wait till the lights f!:O out, but you can get the cause we wish to give you a warning."
"I don't know what you are talking about," blustered the
men ashore."
rory.
"All right."
"I think you do. These men of the schooner are Tories,
"You'd b0tter make a show of attacking my house, Fillike vourse\f."
kins," said Ranks.
"They're pirates. They attack the rebels and Tories both."
"Certainly," with a laugh. "Then we'll be took for pirates."
"They .do Hot. The attack on your house was to have been
"That's the talk. You can pretend to set it on fire, and
a feint, but F ilk:ns thought you. had b'etrayed him and wantI'll fire some shots in the air."
"That'll do. Any women folks we can carry away and ed revenge."
"How do you know his name. I guess--'"
hold for ransom?"
"Because I heard you call ii earlier this evening, and over~
"Evans has gat a likely gal, and the Browns have got
heard. your conference with him."
another."
Some of fhe Liberty Boys had torches.
"Good. It'll be late enoug·h 'fore long. They're 'all early
The Tory's face could be seen to change color rapidly.
birds, a ren't they'!"
"I don't know what--"
"Yes."
"You do. You signalled th e schooner twice. Then you
"Then we won't have long to wait. Get the men ashore,
met Filk'ns here and told him where Mr. Evans and other
Dave."
patriots lived."
Then Dick and Doh quietly stole away.
The man's face was the color of ashes.
He realized that his evil deeds we re known.
"He proposed it, and now he's sold me out," he blustered .
.CIIAPTER JTI ..
"I'll be a l'ebel after thi s."
"You. will be nothing of the kind,"•firmly. "The patriots
A CLEVER CAPTURE.
do not a::;sociate with your sort. You will keep quiet or the
sec-ond warning may be more d cidecl than the first."
D'ck and Bob rode back to th e Evans house.
T he rniders had been dispersed, scattered in all directions.
Most of the boys had come up by this time.
Uick now took possession of UH• schooner.
Dick sent twenty or thirty of them up the road to warn
He put about a swre of the Liberty Boys on board and
the threatened patriots.
sent the rest back with the horFP~.
Half a dozen or more were to remain at each house.
They would rema.'n in the nehJ1horhood till daylight and
The same number were. stationed at the Evans house.
1
..
.
Then Dick sent a party on foot under Bob's leadership to the~ return.
'!hey were to disperse al! susµ1c1ous characters whom
work down to the shore and watch the boats.
The rest r emained with Dick to form a rei>:erve, and fell they met, ancl1 were to ass.ure ~he patriots oli the region that
the marauders would be punished.
back t\\·o or three hundred yards from the Evans house.
Dick did not intend to leave until daylight, as there was
Bob, reaching the shore, · saw four or five boats come up
the dangerous Hellgate channel to be passed, and he dared
to the heach.
,
The schoone1· showed no lights, but he could just make her not risk ~his in the dark. .
The pr.s~ners Bob ha.cl takP;n would _be Fet free at. dayout in the gloom. .
dozen Liberty
two
his
break, and m the meantime Dick and
She was not very large, but seemed to be speedv.
She '.Vas two-masted with topsails on both masts, and car- Boys made the,mselves comfo1table on board the schooner.
"We will want you for .our cook, Patsy," fa; d Dick.
'
ried two jibs.
"Sure thin I'll want Cookyspille1' for me helper."
She lo,vered a number of boats had a roomy forecastle,
.
.
'.7hat will be all rig·ht."
and seemed capable of canying a ~oody number· of men.
He was wanted me to doed hu1 work when he was seasick
"There iii not room for all the Liberty Boys on board,"
thought Bob, "but she will carry a fair number, all that Dick got." laughed Carl.
. "But we shall not be on the Sound."
wants, I guess."
"Dot don'd was some difference mage. He was seasick got
Having made all his arrangements for repulsing the raidchoost der same."
ern, Dick waited.
"Absurd!" laughed Dick.
At length, when all the lights in the houses were out, the
"Ya, dot was foolish been, but I was !mowed somedings
raiders advanced.
.
They were to attack two or three of the houses simul- what was cured him."
"Howld yer whist, Cookyspiller," roared Patsy.
taneously.
"Off you was took ein pieces off dot salt pork, goot and
The pretended attack upon Ranks and. the real one on the
fat, and tied ein string mit der ·middle arounrl-.,,-"
Evans house occurred at the same time.
A sudden cuff on the ear brought Cad's ~·emarks to an
To the surprise of the raiders at the Evans house, they
abrupt termination.
suddenly found themselves attacked.
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"Shtop off dot, you was broked mein ear off,'' he howled.
"Sure an' it'll be yez neck next,'' laughed Patsy ..
The boys all found places to sleep, a Jl:Uard was kept on
deck, and everything was quiet until morning.
'l'he prisoners were set free with a warnin£ to £0 home
and cease their evil practices.
They left the n eighborhood at once.
Whether they would carry 'on their evil careers elsewhere
Dick, of course, could not tell.
At any rate, they were out of the neighborhood, and that
was enough for the time.
Having disposed of the pi·isoners, Dick now looked after
the schooner.
The boys had their breakfast, and then the anchor was
weighed, sail put on the schooner, and the journey t · the
city begun.
·
·
Besides Dick, there were Bob, Mark, Ben Spurlock, Sam
Sanderson, and a score of others. Jack Warren was ready to give up his place in favor of
some boy who knew more about bats. •
"I'll only be in the way,'' he said. "I come from the interior of the Jerseys and know little about boats."
"You don't get sick?" asked Mark, who was Jack's chum.
"No, of .course not." 1
"And you can do as you are told."
"I think I have been with the Liberty Boys long enough to
do that," with a laugh.
.
·
Jack was one of the newest of the boys in time of service.
"That's all r ight. then."
·
"Yes, Jack, we want you,'' said Dick, who had heard the
conversation.
Jack was a great favorite and none of the boys wanted
him to be sent ashore.·
The boys on shore cheered . as the little schooner set sail,
and the boys on board answered them.
·
."Sure Oi'd rather be there than here,'' said Patsy, "but av
Dick says Oi'm to shtay, that's all there is to say about it."
"Choost took mein advice, Batsy," said Carl, "und off you
was felt sick yet, ein piece off--"
I ·
"Av yez say salt pork, Oi'll murther yez,'' said Patsy.
1

schooner so that if they were seen they would not be known
tor patr.ots.
Laie m tne afternoon a number went ashore below the
outer J..ine of guards and made their way toward tne city.
In the ea1·ly ·evening Dick dropped clown to Turtle !:lay,
at Forty-sixth street, and went ashore.
Patsy and Cari and one or two otners were left on board
for the time.
Dick, Bob and Mark set off together in the early evening
for the city.
The rest of the boys were in parties from three to six.
'l'here were meeting places in the city where they were to
see each other the next day.
They had been to the city before, and had one or two
reJl,11lar stopping places, where they were known, and the inmates could be trusted.
Getting into the city, the three boys presently car.1e to
the theater where people were still going in.
"These Br~tish must have their amusements,'' said Bob.
"Yes, they haye a theater, bowling alleys, t ennis courts,
balls, dog fights and everything, the same as in London." replied Mark.
"Let us go in,'' said Mark. "They are playing the 'sorrowful tragedy of the jealous Moor,' by Master William Shakespeare, and a screaming 1 farce once played by the famous
David Garrick himself."
"I have read the story of Othello,'' sa:d Mark, "and so I
will know something about it."
The boys paid a shilling each and found seats in the rear
of the pit, not caring to go too far down.
"His majesty's servants,'' as the playbill announced. were
then l*!rforming the "Sorrowful Tragedy of the J ealous
Moor." and the boys were at once interested.
"Othello" was as black as an Ethiopian, and wore the uniform of a British captain, the noble Venetians being arrayed
in costumes of the time and place:
The scenery was crude, and would have suited almost any
time or locality, there being very little of, it.
In the p '.t the spectators were allowed to smoke Ion~ pipes.
and at intervals potboys passed about with foaming- pewters,
which they distributed to the thirsty for a consideration.
Not far f,rom the three boys was a partv of six or seven
redcoats who were noisy at times, and at other times seemed
deeply interested in their own conversation.
CHAPTER IV.
When "Iago," in a full-bottomed black velvet coat with
gold frays, black silk hose arid a cocked hat, came on with
"Cassio,'' arrayed as a captain of infantry, Dick moved along
THE LIBERTY BOYS IN NEW YOR:ic.
on the bench so as to be close to the redcoats~
When they reached
tumultuous channel of Hellgate, · "That black fellow looks like a rebel parson on a holiday,''
then at its worst, Dick took the helm.
said one.
Bob went forward, and the most experienced of the boys
"Or like a night watch without a lantern,'' chuckled an=-~tl~e~tationed :where they would be wanted at a moment's ot~j1._don't like him, and if I did not know him for Bully
Mark was at the foremast with an able crew, while Ben Connor, a friend of mine, I'd kill him."
Spurlock with Sam, the two Harrys and Will Freeman, were
"And only please him the more. He is the -villain in the
at the main.
play.''
'
"Oh, my, oh my, phwat a place,'' said Patsy. "Sure av
"I am more interested in knowing when Captain Ferguson
Oi didn't know that Dick Slather wor sailin' the ship Oi'd be is going against the rebels in the Jerseys,'' said the first.
sure av bein' dhrownded entoirely.''
"There are no orders yet, then? I'd like to know that my"Dot was nodings,'' said Carl, stolidly. "Dot was loo£k self.''
choost lige ein soup keddle what was boiled ofer.''
D 'ck was now interested.
"Av yez got inti! that same soup kettle,'' said Patsy, "yez
"No, not yet, but they are expected soon. We must chase
wud aither shpin around loi\_ce a cork on top av it or go to up their privateers and get even with them for having driven
the bottom loike a shtone. begorrah."
our Rangers from Kingsbridge.''
"I was too fat to sink in dot water, alret:ty, und I don'd
"And the Hessians as well.''
was porn to been drowned anyhow."
"Ha! Who cares for the Hessian swine? The rebels can
"Sure thin yez'll be hanged, be the samP. token,'' laughed stick them all they please.''
the jolly Irish boy.
"And yet the enemy em-pioys these same 'swine' to fight
"Humbug-I" said Carl, going off in a pretended sulk.
us,'' was Dick's thought.
Dick had been through the dangerous "hannel before and · "But we must drive out the rebels at any rate, and I am
was thoroughly familiar with it.
sure that Captain Ferguson will want us before long."
It took courage, nevertheless, to manage a vessel in those
The officer mentioned had the reputation of being little
boisterous waters, but, Dick possessed this, and he had able better than a marauder, and many unpleasant stories were
assistants.
told of him.
The passage was made safely, and thr boys breathed freer
Dick had heard these stories and knew of the man. but
when the danger was over.
never met him.
·
"ft will be as well not to go down t.o the citv too soon,''
"If FerJl,11son goes on another of his forays, the general
said Dick.
'
ought to know of it,'' he thought.
"Yes, for we might meet some who would know the schoonThe redcoats presently became more interested in the Play
er, and they would ask questions,'' was Bob's reply.
than in their own talk, and paid close attention to the plav.
They dtopped down 1below Blackwell's Island and lay i,n a ers.
sheltered cove till evening.
.
Dick enjoyed hearing the great tragedy, but at thf' same
They all had worn disguises since ~omina- on boird the time he wanted to get all · the information he could.

the
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As the redcoats seemed to have no more to say of importance to him, however, he moved away.
"Run up to the old place, Mark, and tell them we are coming," he said, rejoining his companions. "We will not stay
late.''
"Very good," sa:d Mark. "Don't stay too late unless you
want to meet the night watch," with a laugh.
.
Mark then hurried away so as to go to the boys' former
quarters and tell the landlord they were coming.
Half an hour or less afterward Dick and Bob left the
theater, Dick telling Bob what he had learned from the redcoats, Bob being ,much interested.
•
They went· up Broadway as far as Partition, now Fulton
street, when they suddenly saw a glimmer of light and heard
the tramp of feet.
The night watch was com ·ng and they must hide themselves.
The watch carried poles with lanterns swung from the top,
and with thes·e they could pry into dark corners where night
prowlers might be lurking.
The boys would have to give a strict account of themselves
or be sent to jail.
Thf'v had no passes, and many awkward questions might
be asked.
"Th·s way!" hissed Dick, turning into Partition street and
going- towa1·d the river.
"W.t> ran go around the block and get to the inn that way,"
said Bob.
"The watch are out earlv." said Dick.
Th ev turned down toward the church when they suddenly
saw :>11ot.her niP-bt watch coming- up the street.
"This way, Bob,'' sairl Dick. and in a moment he was over
thP. fence i:n the churcryard.
They h 'cl behind gravestones, but in a few moments two
of t"P night w:>tch met. comine: from different directions.
1
"All is well, MacTaggart? " said one.
"No , there are prowlers about. They ran down this way."
"I met no one, MacTaggart.! '
"Ha! then they have leaped the fence and are in the
churchyard."
"Then we'll have them out. MacTa..,.gart.''
"Aye." anrl in a few moments the two night watchme~
came in at the gate.
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There was a house opposite with the wall right on the
inner street line, the steps running inside it to the entrance
door.
The place was dark, but the watch might throw the fa:ht
of their lanterns into it and so deter the boys.
"It's a chance only," said Dick, running up the stone
steps to the door at the top.
Then he wrapped sharply on the door twice with his
knuckles.
"I know them here, Bob," he whispered, "and if they have
not gone---"
.
.
The door was suddenly opened, all being dark beyond, however.
"A fr:end to the cause?" asked a voice, although no one
was seen.
"Yes, Dick Slater, of the Liberty Boys, and ·his lieutenant."
Steps were heard coming down the street.
"Good, I am glad to see thee, Captain. Thee is welcome
at all times. Enter, quickly.''
Th <! two boys hurried within, and the door was closed
quickly and without any noise.
A f ew moments later Dick saw a gleam of light under the
door. between it and the sill.
The night watch had thrust thefr lanterns into the covered
cnt.rance to see if anyone were crouching on the steps.
Jn a m'oment the light disappeared and the sound of footsten« g-rew fainter.
"Th·s way, Captain," and a hand was put on Dick's arm.
Dick went with his invisible guide, Bob following close
behind.
·
"I did not know it was thee, Captain, but I knew that someone was in danger of the night watch.''
"You saw US, Mr. vVilbur?"
"Yes, from the 'window above, and heard thy steps, though
they were but light. I guessed not of thee or of any friend
to the cause till I saw thee direct thy steps hither.''
"It was a desprrate chance, sir. I was .afraid you had gone
to bed."
Dick's guide, who was a Quaker, now paused, lighted a
matCh, and then two candles in silver ·candlesticks, resting
on the mantel over the fireplace.
I
The boys now found themselves in a cozy library, well
supplied with books and simply furnished, although everything was of the best mate1ial.
A solid mahogany table, haircloth chairs, and a sofa of the
CHAPTER V.
""' '" ~ ~ateri al and a rocker from Boston were some of the
furnishings.
A FRIEND IN NEED.
The host motioned to the boys to be seated, and then sat
down himself.
"Follow me. Bob,''. whispered Dick. "It ·will be the worse
"I have a letter from the general for you, Mr. Wilbur,
for _us now if they find u~.''
.
wJoi~h I intended delivering to-morrow."
Dtck t_hen crept away no1se!essly, Bob foll?wmg.
"It will be as welcome even if thee has made a somewhat
The mght wat~h thrnst their lanterns behmd e:i:avestones. , )ate call," with a smile.
·
sent a path of light ahead of them, and looked mto many
He was a pleasant-face d, elderly gentleman. wearin- h :s
nooks as they came on.
.
own silver white b,air
place of a wig, and dressed in the
. The~e was a wall ~o b~ climbed on the other side, but severe elegance o{ all in
well-to-do member s o.f the Society of
D1<;;k did not me~~ to clm:b it.
Friends.
Double, Bob. he whispered.
. k
ld
h .
·
·
f h ·
b
t
Then he doubled ort his tracks, passing the watch within
Die to of t e1r .commg to. t h e city,
o . av,ng een o
t en feet, but with a row of gravestones between him and the t~eat~r. and of.bemg on their
way to their quarters when
them.
surprised_ by the mght watch.
.
.
Tlie two men went on, and Dick got a look at MacTagMr.. W1lbui: P,roposed that they remam at his house for
gart as the li e:ht of his lantern was thrown on his fac e.
the mght as it was then late.
H e was a tall, spare man, with lone:. stra· ght, black hair.
The tavern will doubtless be closed for the night, and the
hanging on each side of his face.• a hawk nose, sharp fe :ltures may again encounter the night watch,"
he said. "So thee
anrl deep-set eyes.
had best stay here."
He wore a long-skirted coat, coarse breeches. and woollen
"I had not intended to do so, s·r, but circumstance s seemed
hose. and a hig-h-crowned round hat.
to will it so."
Dick glided swiftl y toward the open gate. antl reached it
The 'servants being all abed by thi s t :'mf'. the hospitable
while the night watch were still go·ng in the other direction. old Quaker went himself a>J.d brought
a cold supper, which
"Hi. MacTag-gart. here are footprints in the soft grounrl.'' they ate with a great relish.
"I see them,,, Grant, aye, and they tm:.ri; the varlets have
Later he showed them to a room on the floor above, and
do~bled on us.
,,
.
.
before long they were snug in bed and fast asleep.
Aye, that must be, :;ind the man ~lew a shrill w~IS~le.
In the morning they saw the family at breakfast, and were
The boys were now _gomg up the street at not too rapid a made welcome by Mrs. Wilbur and her
daughter, a pretty
pa,?e to ~;tra~t a~tention.
but ratlier sedate girl of seventeen years.
Hark. said Dick.
" f h
· h
"Do you hear anyone?" asked Bob.
I . t _ee P"l ea~e,;, t h ee can mak e. fi:1Y
ouse t h y. h ome whil e
"Yes, more of the n "ght watch."
thee 1s m th~ _city, although my visitors are subJect to more
"Then we are cornered."
01: ~e~s ,~usp1c1on on account of my known republican pro"Perhaps not,'' shortly. "This way.''
chVIbes.
Dick hurried across the street as he saw the gleam of
"That would make no difference, s:r," ·said Dick, "but 1
lanterns at Broadway.
shall probably be somewhat irregular in my coming and go-
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ing and would not want to make a mere convenience of your' "You've made a mistake,'' added Bob, pushing another
house."
aside.
"Tne.e will no doubt, have to k eep a strict watch on the
Dick' quickly understood the action of the sailor~.cnemy to avoid detection."
'111.ey meant to persuade or force the boys aboard one of
.. 'i es, i will come again to take a.1.v i·eply which you may the ships in the harbor.
• want to send."
Then, if they did not join voluntarily, they. would be made
''Thee is very kind, Captain. It is likely that I shall want to do so, and taken to sea.
·
to send s ome."
lt was at times a hard matter to get good seamen for the
The boys left the house soon after breakfast, and went to navy.
the inn, whe re they had expected to stop.
Every method was usecl in order to obtain them, and someThey m et Mark on the way thither and greatly relieved times these methods were not above suspicion.
his mind. '
"Well, we know you belong to our ship or another, and
"What became of you fellows last night?" he asked. "We you're going with us,'' said the leader, laying his hand on
were wonied about you."
Dick's arm.
"\Ve had to dodge the niJ1:ht watch," answered Bob.
"Take your hand off!"
"Come on, bullies, take 'em to the ship." ·
"Oh, an adventm·e, eh?"
"Two or three of them,'' was Bob's reply, ·with a laug·h.
The sailors hurried the boys forwaJd·
'Mark was greatly relieved to lmow that they had. escaped
'111.ey soon reached the edge of tlie wharf.
a,rrest, and had found a friend, having· imagined all sorts of
There were boats lying alongside.
things about them.
On e of the men stepped into one of them.
Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, and the two Harrys were
It was expected that the boys would be quickl y passed
quartered not far away, and the boys soon met them.
down into the boat.
Will Freeman, George Brewst er and Phil Waters had lodgThe instant the circle opened, however, Dick struck the
ings in a quiet street a little farther down, and the rest of man nearest to him a blow on the jaw.
the boys were scattered about and could be found at any
In a moment he reeled and fell into the boat, nearly captime.
sizing it.
Dick, Bob and Mark shortly set out together in search of
Bob and Mark followed Dick's example instantly.
information.
Mark floored a man bigger than h imself, and sent him
They walked carelessly down Broadway, ·seeming to be in r eeling against another.
no hurry and looking like three countiy boys out to sec the
The circle was broken, and at once the tnree plucky boys
sights.
walked rapidly up the street.
They listened to the conversation of those around · them,
The 'sailors were thoroughly amazed at what had haphalting now and then as if to look in at a shop window, the pened.
·
better to listen.
They had expected to impress the three boys without diffiThey passed soldiers and citizens, and 'boys like themselves cultv.
out for a stroll and greatly enjoyed the life and bustle of the
"Not too fast, boys," said Dick. "Cross the street."
city.
.
.
.
.
1 On the other side of the street they met a tall. spare man
After strolling about for an hour and hearing little of with an austere countenance.
importance, they dropped in at a tavern. nea~ the ~owling
He looked at them fixedl;v and said:
Green to rest as well as to learn .some.t hmg, if possible.
"What was the trouble between you lads and the sailors?"
The place was not crowded when the boys entered. and
"Merely a difference of opinion, Mr. MacTaggart." said
they found seats not far from the door.
Dick
· ·
They had been in there a short time when three or four
H~ had recoP.'llized the night watch in a moment.
men who had partly the look of sailors came in.
"Ye know m~ lad?"
"How you do, Captain Filk,ins?" said .the landlord. "You
"Right well I• do. You are one of the niirht watch and a
have not visited us lately."
vigilant one as well. Evil doers and n ight prow1ers irive
"No," growled a man, whom the boys looked at fixedly, you a wide berth."
"a~d I had an ide~ once th~t ~ never ~?uld."
· "Aye, so they do,'' said MacTaggart. evidently well pleased.
}fow was that· Not tirea of us·
.
Some of the sailors, seeing the boys talking with one of
~o, but a lot of pesky young rebels ~aptm:ed the schoone~; the watch, hesitated to attack them.
I ~!1 mk I ~as, ;old out by a sc~,undrel uown m Westches.t er.
"Well, good-day to you, Mr. M:acTaggart." said Pick. "and
"Hub.1 l'h~c was hard luck.
, .
,
may your vigilance be speedily rewarded."
.Yes , bi:,t Im after the r ebels, an~ Ill run .em down , beThe boys went on and the sailors did not follC\w .
f~ e lo_ng, and then he looked at Dick and _f ailed to recog"Of all the pieces of brazen impudence I ever heard of!"
mze him.
laughed Bob.
"How did you know his name. Dick?" a sked Mark.
"Why, we heard it last night," said Bob. "and saw the felCHAPTER VJ.
low's som· face as well."
"And I remembered both." added Dick. "What is the use
OLD ACQUAINTANCES.
of gathering information if you do not make use of it?"
Filkins and the men with him, who were some of the
"'.I'rue enough," laughed Mark. "But I1think with Bob that
crew of the captured schooner, took seats . in another part it was a very saucy piece of business."
·
of the room.
"It saved the day for us. nevertheless ." drvlv.
Dick did n,ot remain long in the place after that.
~ "To be sure it did."
There was nothing to learn, for F ilkins had not found the
"We must caution the boys," said Bob. "The navy wants
schooner, and had no idea of where to look for her.
men, and does not care how it irets them."
Dick had no fear of being recognized, but as there was
"It never did," muttered Mark. "Press irangos, abductions.
nothing to be learned, he shortly left the place with the and all sorts of evil practices have been resorted to."
bpys.
Just below the ruins of Trinity Church. which · had been
"Filkins has found his way t o New York then," said Bob. nearly destroyed two years beJore by a goreat fire, they met
"Yes, but he has :11.ot found the schooner," added Mark.
Harry Thurber, Jack Wauen and some others.
W alki11g down to Whitehall wharf, they encountered a
"Don't goo too near the wharves. boys." said Dick.
group of sailors ' just coming out of a tavern.
"You don't want to be sailors, I suppose?" add~d Mark.
"Hello, my bully," said one of them to Dick, "why aren't
"They would have some trouble in making- one out of me,"
you on the ship? Deserted, eh?"
laughed Jack.
"But you don't want them to try'l"
"The three of them are deserters," said' another, as the
sailors gathered around the boys.
'
"No, .i ndeed/'
.
"You have learned nothing-?" asked Diel!.
"So they are. I remember the younger one well."
"Very little," answered the boys.
"Come along with us, boys. We'll take you back and see
The boys then separated.
that you don't get any punishment."
Dick and Bob went tog-ether, Jack .ioined Mark. the two
"I don't belong in your ship, or in any .other,'' said Dick,
Harrys kept company as usual, and Ben and Sam Paired off.
throw~ off the hand of one of the Kroup.
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"We will m eet this cvcninL!' near the Comm ons." said Dick to the city with it," suit! I.lob, "so if he is lookinl?' for her he
·
had bette1· make haste."
as they separated.
Vick and Bob were to rnmain another n.c:ht in the citv.
At a tavern near the theater Dick saw some of the redtherefore.
coats he had met the night before.
· The rest were to leave shol'Llv and remain on the schooner
··::io we 11 be starting out soon. eh?" asked one.
lt was as if they were continuinll.' the conversation which over night.
It was well after dark when Dick an<l Bob set out for the
'
Dick had heard the night before.
"Why, yes, I reckon we will. There's no direct orders, but house of the old Quaker.
He received them most cordially and asked them how thev
every one understands it so.''
had spent the day.
''Then we'll give the rebels another walloping?"
"We h ave had numerous adventures, sir," was Dick's reolv.
• ·
"Indeed we will."
"and we have decided to leave in the morninl?'."
Just then Filkins entered.
"That is a wise move. The enemy is on the watch for such
He seemed to know some of the redcoats. for he ll.'reeted
as thee, and it will be safer for thee to leave."
them all warmly, and invited them to drink.
"So we think."
"Well, my bold PTivateer, and how is it with you?" asked
"Thee can tell the g-eneral that the matter of, which he
one of them,
wrote will be attended to."
"Bad enongh."
"I will do so."
"What's wrong?"
The boys spent a very pleas'a nt evening- with the old
"Either I was sold out or the rebels l?'ot wind of me miirhty
Quaker and his family , so that it was quite late before D:ck
sudden and captured my schooner."
.
was aware.
"That's hard luck."
"Unless we wish to encounter Mr. MacTairll.'art or others
"Yes, it is. It was Dick Slater's Liberty J;3oys what dbne
of his class, I think we had better goo," said Dick, at lencth.
it, and if I get hold of him I'll make him pay for it."
"Thee can remain here if thee wishes.'' said Mr. Wilbur.
"And who is Slater?"
"No, I think we had better not. There will be time still
"He's a rebel. He has a gang of younll.' rebels callinll.'
.
· themselves the Liberty Boys, and they ride about the country to ll.'et home before the night watch is abroad."
They were taking their leave when a negro serving- man
interfering with decent folks."
'
·
came in and said:
"Can't any one stop 'em?"
"There ' am redcoats on dis side ob de street an' on de oder.
"Well, I don't .know, but they haven't so far. They've
stolen theil' horses, I'll wager, and they make the neiirhbors saij, and dey am watchin' dis ho'se mos' attentive.''
"Some one may have seen us enter.'' said Dick.
take care of them, no doubt, protecting those who do and
Then he went to the window and peered out cautiouslv berobbing those who don't."
Bob bel!an to ll.'row restless at these lies, but Dick put a twePn the blinds.
"There are redcoats, sure enough," he said. "Yes, and
·
ha.nd on h's leiz: and quieted him.
Then, as if they had not met enough old acauaintances. in there is Filkins."
"He has seen us enter, then," muttered Bob.
walked Hank Jor.es from Westchester. and his son. Hank.
"Yes."
"Hello! there's Dick Slater, the rebel!" cried young- Hank.
"And these fellows are waiting- fo1· us to .c ome out."
Filkins started and ll.'lared at Dick and Bob; the redcoats
"So it would seem. They are certainly watching- the house
lau vhed, and Hank Jones snarled.
very closely."
"Yes. there he is, arrest ther rebel!"
"Jove! They may iret tired of waitinll.' and come in and
The boys spranll.' to their feet.
takP. us," exclaimed Bob.
Bob reached over and pulled Filkins bv the nose.
"They have done such things before. Is there another way
"That's to remember the Liberty Boys by; you ly:ng- scounout, sir?" to Mr. Wilbur.
drel!" l;ie said, hotly.
"Yes; there is an opening into an alley, which is barred
Hank Jones go in his way, and, was promptlv k"llocked
by a wooden gate."
down.
"Then we will 11.'0 out that way, and if these redcoats enter
Then Dick made h is escape by a side door, Bob followinll.'
they \vill not find us."
·
close behind.
The boys left the room and were makinll.' their wav toward
Tbev hunied up an alley, into another, through a tavern
that stood on a triangular lot and had entrances on two the stairs leading to the lower hall when some one said below:
strt>Pts, and so on, throwinll.' their pursuers off the scent.
"We must search the house. The rebels are known to be
"If we meet man y 'more persons we know." laughed Bob,
here, for they have not left."
"wP shall have to chanire our d'sl?liises dr leave the citv."
The redcoats had come in by the lower door.
"Tt never rains hut it poul's." added D 'ck.
At· that instant there was a peremptory knock .at the upper
Thcv snon saw that they had thrown off pm·snit and so
door.
wr~• nn. i'l leos o:f :i. hurrv.
The nell.'ro beckoned to Dick and Bob.
"We must leave to-morrow." said Dick. "Captain FerThey followed him to a room in the rear.
g'l.1sr»i is rcoinir ""' :mother of his maraudinll.' expeditions and
He quickly opened :::. window and said :
mpot he ;;tmmecl."
"Dat am de only way of escape, sah. De ll.'ate am not locked
"'"'" rr~'t h"'"" th"rlsrs l1'U"l' livf'li"" th"" "'e have had them
an' dere am no one in de allev at dis time."
whil 0 in tl~e city at any rate" laughed Bob.
"Very good," said Dick, getting out.
·
'
·
"I will 'tract deir 'tention till yo 'am safe. sah."
The man then hul'i.red away.
Dick got out of the window, with Bob's assistance. and
stood in the alley.
CHAPTER VII.
A ll was dark and still.
The gTeat wooden ll.'ate of the alley was not far away.
FROM· ONE PERIL TO ANOTHER.
Thei::e was no sound behi;nd it. nor any in the house.
"Hast en, Bob!" whispered Dick.
The boys met nt the- ta,·ern near the Commons in the
Then Bob beiran to climb ocit.
c:::rlv e veninll.'.
Dick was ".iust helping Bob to iret down when the g·ate
Dick announced his intent.ion of leaving the citv the- n ext
flew open aI)rl the night watch came· dashing in.
dav and advised them to iro to the schboner and wait.
"Thieves, robbers, rebels!" he cried. loudly.
"I wi:::h to i::ee Mr. Wilbur this evening," he added. "or I
Footsteps ranll.' through the qui et street and redcoats came
would go up there now."
I
running to the ·spot.
"E,·el'ythnit is all right tlrnre, isn't it?" asked Bob.
Tire noisy n iirht wakh was Ma_cTairll.'ait. the boys' trouble"Yes." said Ben. "Sain and I were there this afternoon
some acquaintance of the nill.'ht before.
ar,t1 T'O one sus pects us.''
Both boys recog-nizecl him in an instant.
"As long- a s Mr. Filkins does not run across her it will be
Dropping- to the ground. Bob rushed at the turbulent felall riv:ht." laug-hed B@b.
"He is hardly rkely to," replied Dick, "unless he goes low and knocked the lantern from his hands.
It fell upon the stonf''l and was extin g-uish e<l.
alonll.' the entire watei· front of the island looking- for the
Dick stuffed a. hanclkerchiof into h is mouth and silenced
schooner."
"And he would not susp~t until to-day that we had come him for the mome,nt.

I
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"It's a rear room, too," said Bob. "We must get to the
Then he and Bob hurried outside.
"There's a fellow in there for you to attend to." said Dick front."
to the redcoats.
· .
Dick returned the candle to its socket. the mattress and
Then he suddenly saw Filkins.
sheets being now in place again.
"Ha! There is the rebel now!" shouted Filkins. "Th!s
The boys would never sleep in that bed after the discovery
is--"
they had made.
Bob promptly kng_cked him down, and then both boys took
They must get out of the house as soon as possible, for
to their heels.
they felt they were not safe there a moment.
Suddenly the candle burned out.
A few yards down some one suddenly ran up and said:
"This way, young sirs! I will lead you to safety. I am
"What are we going to do?" asked Bob.
a good patriot myself and realize your Peril. Quick! There
"Get out by the front windows or go _down."
is no time to lose."
"The fellow will not permit us to leave."
Hurrying alongside the two boys, he led the way around a
"I would like to see him prevent us!" irrimly, tapping a
corner and darted dqwn a narrow street and into a dark door- pistol under his coat.
way.
"Are you going to try it?"
"No one will trace you here," their guide said, as he closed
"Yes." ,
the door softly,
Pistols in hand, the boys made their way to the door and
There were no sounds of pursuit and the boys' strange into the hall.
guide now led them to a rear room, where he lighted a · Dick had a keen sense of direction and knew the way he
candle.
had come.
"I heard the hue and cry," he said ; "heard the spy call
As he made his way along the hall, Bo~ at his side. a loose
'rebels,' and .k new you were in danger. Fortunately I was board creaked.
in time to rescue you."
' Then he advanced straight to the head of· the stairs.
"For which we are deeply grateful." said Dick. "To whom
These turned twice in the descent to the floor below.
are we indebted for this sel'Vice ?"
Half way to the first landing- .t hey creaked.
"My name is Haskins. I keep an humble tavern for the
Then a stealthy step was heard below.
accommodation of stanch patriots and my personal friends.
The bovs went on to the second landing.
No one who comes .here goes away dissatisfied."
Here the steps creaked again.
"It is late," said ·Dick, "and the night watch is abroad. If
The footsteps came toward the. lower landing-.
you keep a tavern, then we are not intruding."
"Is that you, Haskins ?" a.sked Dick. ·
"No, and I can give you a room of which you will never
"Yes. What is the matter?"
complain."
"We are going out."
·"We would not do so in any case, considering your service
"Why'?" shortly.
· to us."
"I will not stay in this house another moment."
Then the boys began to descend the last flight.
"The last person who occupied that room slept as he has
"Wlw won't you stay?" in a hard tone.
never slept,'' with a smile.
"You know, but I
"We seldom have trouble in doing that."
tell ' you. Because the house is a
den of munlerers."
"Will you have a flask of wine before you go to l;Jed ?"
·
Bob had sulphur matches and he now whispered to Dick:
"No; we never drink it."
"Then a pewter of home-brewed ale. perhaps?"
"Shall I li~ht a match?"
. "N; I can find the way. Keep close to me. Stand aside.
"No; we never drink that, either."
"Perhaps vou sleep soundly without such aids?"
Haskins!"
"You have been dreaming. There is no quieter, more re"Yes. we do." smiling,
"As it waxes late and the few servants I have are all in spectable house in the neighborhood. These are mere fancies
bed, I will attend to your wants myself."
you speak of."
"Could I fancy a dead man between the mattresses of the
"Then we will not keep you Ul>." said Dick.
Haskins led the way to a room on the floor above. in the bed? No; that was real. Stand aside! We are both armed."
"You shall never leave th's house alive!" hissed the man.
rear.
'
There was a short candle· in a sconce beside the dresser "Hello, Bill, Jim, Hank!"
The boys made a rush down the steps.
and this he lighted from his own.
Dick seized Haskins and struggled with him.
"Good night,. and a long sleep to you, young gentlemen!"
He caught the man's wrist, twisted it, and caused somehe said, as he went out.
They heard his steps along the hall, presently dying out. thing to fall to the floor with a clatter.
It was a knife, undoubtedlv.
Bob went to the door to lock it, but fou,nd the lock brokep.
"Quick. Bob; to the door!" said Dick. "Straight ahead.
and the key gone.
"Oh. I suppose it's all right," he said. "That candle •Won't You can see the fanlight."
Bob ran ahead and began to fumble at the lock.
last till we get into bed unless we hasten."
·
Dick held Haskins and prevented him from struggling.
"No; there is very little of it, and it is sputtering already.
"Make a noise and I will strarilde vou!" he hissed.
I must look and see if the 'sheets are well aired."
If there were others in the house they were either asleep
He turned back the sheets and felt of the feather bed.
"It seems damp, and I do not like the smell of it." he said. or afraid to venture forth . ·
Bob lighted a match and then unlocked the door.
"Help me turn it, Bob."
"All right, Dick," he cried.
The boys raised the mattress to air it, when Bob suddenly
Dick threw the man from him into the farthe&t corner of
let his end drop, while he uttered a low cry of terror.
"Did you see that, Dick?"
the hall and ran out with Bob.
He closed the door behind him and looked around to get his
"Yes."
Under the mattress 'and between it and another beneath it bearings.
"This way, Bob," he said, "and keep your eyes open for
lay the body of a dead man.
the night watch."
They set off up the street, away from the river, walk!nl?'
rapidly.
Suddenly a shot rang out and a bullet whizzed by them.
CHAPTER vrn.
"Help! Thieves! Watch!" sounded shrilly from the house.
"The scoundrel wants to have us apprehended and will
BACK TO '.fHE SCHOONER.
then charge us with the murder," said Dick. "Quick!"
They turned a corner, as they heard hurried footsteps and
' gasPEid' Bob.
"What does it mean, Dick?"
saw gleaming lights in the street they had left.
'
Dick brought tlie sputtering candle over to the bed.
"They will alarm the neighborhood. We must 2'et. awav "
"The man has been smothered!" he said. .
They hurried into another narrow street and then towa,i'.d
"Ha! Haskins said that lie slept as he had never slept."
the river again.
"And that no one ever compfa.ined of the bed."
Reaching it, they saw lights and heard the tramp of feet.
"The place is a den of murderers, Dick. The defective lock,
"All's well!" sounded out in a drawling tone. and the boys
the short candle-look at the windows. Dick."
crouched in a deep doorway.
·
The sashes were fastened so that they could not be opened.
The night watch passed them and welit on.
I
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They heard no more cries, and when the lights disappeared
and the steps were no longer heard they came out.
keach.ng a street they had not traversed, they walked up
toward Broadway.
"Do you suppos the place will be closed?" asked Bob.
"Very 1lke1y. It is quite late."
"But we said we would be there."
"Yes; and we said so last night."
Nearing: Broadway, a party of roisterers came out of a
tavern which was just closing and went sing-ing and shouting up the street.
"They will bring out the watch, as sure as anything,'' said
Bob.
"Yes. Keep a lookout for them."
As the noisy r~velers turned into Broadway, the tramp
of the night watch was heard.
Dick quickly perceived that thev we1·e coming: from below.
and so he turned up, crossing the street and passing the
noisy g-roup.
By the light of a street lamp he noticed the gleam of scarlet uniforms.
"They will be warned to make less no:se and advised to
go back to their barracks," said Dick.
"Where are vou going .? " asked Bob.
"If we can g-et safely out of the city, I think I will strike
through the fields into Chatham street, and so ,on into the
Bowery Lane."
"And on to the schooner ? "
"Yes.''
"It is a pleasant night, and before many hours it w:Il be
growing lig:ht."
"Very true, and a walk at this time will not harm us. It
is better than during the heat of the day, in fact."
"All we will have to look out for now are the g:uards at the
lines.'' said Bob.
"That will be no trouble at this hour."
Near the Commons they saw the n 'ght watch again, this
time coming toward them.
The other watch had quieted the noi sy redcoats, and now
all was still except the steady tramp of the night wateh
coming- on.
There was a nanow alley close at hand, and that was the
onlv available hiding: place. unless tliey went back.
They turned into this, finding themselves in the rear of
gardens enclosed by br'ck walls, some of them having
wooden doors set in them. ·
"Will it be safe here?·" whispered Bob.
"I think so. We can but wait and see."
They saw the gleam of the lanterns as the guard went
past the mouth of the alley, heaTd the cry of "All's well!"
and g:radually heard the sound of footsteps die away..
They had stood against a door and cast no shadows and
so were not seen.
They now stole out noiselessly, t urned up tbe street and
went on rapidly, the moon being- now up, a :oilve t· crescent.
anrl the stars also givinl!' them l'ght.
Thev left the city behind them. having· no mo1'e iMl' of
the niJ.('h t watch and easily eluding the sentri es at the g-uardhouse.
'l'lwn they walked more leisurely, quite enjoying the balmv
night air.
At last the stars beg"an to fade, the eastern sk y grew
br.g-hter. and at daybreak they hailed the watch on deck on
the captured schooner and were shortly afterward on board,
much to the boys' surprise.
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"J ove ! I believe you have been having a regular night of
adventures."
"We have,'' dryly. "You can't call it anything else."
"Tell us all about it," eagerly.
"Wait till they have their breakfasht,'' said Patsy. "! don't
believe they've had a wink av shlape the whole noight."
"We haven't,'' said Bob.
They washed and refreshed themselves, had a light breakfast and then went into the cabin to have a few hours of
sleep.
Mark was left in charge of the schooner.
The anchor was raised and sail made, and then the vessel
proceeded leisurely up the r iver.
J ack Warren, sitting on the quarterdeck, looking carelessly
about him, presently said:
"Hello, Mark!"
"Hello! What is it. Jack?"
"I am no sailor, but if I know one rig from another, that's
a British war vessel coming up the river."
"Jove! So it is, Jack. Get up more sail. boys!"
The boys set to work in lively fashion and soon the
schqoner was making much bette1· 'speed.
'Fhe enemy, for such she was, come on at a good rate and
before long Mark saw her men making ready to fire a shot.
Mark Jl:ot up more sail, took the wheel himself and made
good progress.
Then a shell went screaming through the air, falling a
little short and sending up a shower of spray.
"Call Dick. Jack!" said Mark.
Jack hurried below and found Dick dressing-.
"The1·e's a B1·itish man-of-war after us, Dick," said Jack,
"and we are approaching- the islands."
D'ck hurried on deck. ·
"! waited till the last minute to call you, Dick," said Mark.
"I think you cap. get more speed out of the schooner than
I can."
.
"You are doing very well, Mark. The wind is light. They
can't catch us unless we have a gale."
,
They went on, Dick taking the wheel and making- somewhat better speed.
The enemv fired ag-ain, but d id no damag-e.
"Look and see if there is an A:merican flag in the locker.''
said Dick.
'
Jack ran below and at lenJ!:th returned with the flag.
· Bob was now on deck, n'1d he ran the flag to the peak. the
g·allant lads cheering as it caught the breeze.
Under Dick's !!,'uidance they made g-ood speed and at last
reached Hellgate.
• The enemy semed to think that thev would g:o up the river
and came on rapidly.
Instead Dick took the dangerous passai\"e and carried the
schooner throug:h in safety.
The warship was afraid to fo llow and the schooner went
on . Bob now at the helm . .
The enemy fil'ed anothel' shot, wliich merelv made lhe
s pray ft v. and cau ·ed the brave boys to cheer heartily.
'Do you suppose Filkins found us at last?" asked Mark.
"'l can't tell ," answered Dick. "At any rate, thev know us
for oatriots. howi>ver thev g:ot the information."
Thev now went on along the Sound, Dick dec' ding: to take
the schoone1· to Pell's Point, near New Rochelle, turn he1·
o er to the authoritie:; there and then make his way to
camp.
'·Was vou felt seasick, Batsy ?" asked Carl. with · a broad
g:rin.
·
"Howld ver \\'hi st! Sure Oi niver thoug:ht av it, Oi wor
that busv."
'"Well , vou know what vo u doed ?"
"Kape shtill 01· 0 ··11 make vez a te it vers ilf!"
CHAPTER IX.
•
On the SounJ there was more -Stir than in the river. but
even Patsy was nol sick, and the boys · all g'l'eatly eniovi>d
A LIVELY CHASE.
the sai l.
·
Dick related the adventures of 1Bob and himself during that
"Where did you feliows come from?" asked Mark, as Dick eventful night, the boys being deep! v interested.
and Bob stepped on board, having: been rowed over by the
"That fellow Haskins must make murder a regular protwo Harrys.
I fession,'' sa:d Mark.
"We walked up from the city."
"He is a wary scoundrel,'' said Jack, "calling himself a
"You must have made an early start, or a late one, ac- patriot, a-etting the boys out of danger and then plotting: to
cording as you view it."
kill them."
·
"Well. it was rather late, viewed by the nig-ht watch,"
"Yes, and it shows that there are g:reater dangers than
chuckled Bob.
falling into the hands of the night wateh.''
"You have not been dodging those fellows again?" in g:reat
They took the schoner to her intended destination, and at
aston:shment.
New Rochelle Dick turi:ied her over to the commander of the
"Two or three times, and we saw our friend Filkins a.irain.'' forces in that n8ighborhood.
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"There will be p1·ize rnonev torning to vou and vou1· Lrave
boys, Captain, nu doubt," said the colonel. "We have heal'<l
of this srho0ner anJ the de)Jl cdations uf her lawless crew
and she is well out of the wav."
"We we1·e not looking for prize money," said Dick, "but
unlv to rid the coast o.f this pest."
"No doubt, but you ought to have it, for all that~"
"All we care for is for certain things we are in need .of
and the rest of the money may p;o to help the cause of m.
dependence."
"You show ·a most Joyal spirit, Cantain."
"The Liberty Boys are doing what they can," re·plied Dick,
"and as long as the wal' lasts they will be found in the field,
fighting for freedom."
The boys marched to their camp early the next morning,
and then Dick rode to the commander-in-chief's quarters, delivered the old Quaker's letter and reported what he had
·
learned.
"It is likely that a force will be sent to stop the depredations of this Captain FergU£Qn very shortly, Dick," said 'the
·
general.
1
Dick bowed.,
"If you wish it, we will send the Liberty Boys to help do
1
it, Dick."
"We are ready to g-o wherever duty ~alls us, Your Excellency," Dick answered.
"Count Pulaski will probably lead the party."
"He is a brave man, and we shall be dad to serve under
him, Your Excellency."
"You will hold yourselves in readiness to start whenever
you are wanted, then?"
"Yes, General," and, as there were no more instructions,
Dick saluted and withdrew.
On his return to the camp Dick took Bob and set out to go
to his house, which was not far distant.
Dick's mother was a widow, her husband having been
killed by a treacherous Tory ne:g-hbor 1at the beg-inning-· of
th~ war.
The shock of his death had greatly affected her, and at
times she was almost a confirmed· invalid.
Whenever Dick was in the neig-hborhood, therefore, he saw
.
as much of her as possible.
There was another reason for Dick's wishing to g-o holl:le.
·
He and Bob lived not far from each other.
Bob's sister Alice was his sweetheart. and she was often
Edith.
sister.
found at his house, \vith his own
She, by the wa. , was .Bob E stabrook's sweetheart. so that
the boys were like brothers, as well as being the closest of
friends.
The boys mounted their horses and set off together for
Dick's house.
Dick rode a splendid black Arabian, whom he called Major,
and of whom he was justly proud.
Bob was also well mounted and both boys rode on at goop.
'
speed.
They were within a mile of the house when. in the road
ahead of them. they saw a crowd of evil-looking boys, nearly
a score in number.
"There's voung Jones, back from the city; Young Scroggs,
Bill Burgess, Jim Mills. Pete Arrowsmith -and a lot more
.iust like them," said Dick.
"Tories. every one · of them," said Bob, "and sneaks and
bullies in the bargain. They mean to make trouble, Dick."
"They usually do when they can get the odds against us,"
tersely.
"What shall vou do?" "A void trouble i~ we can, but, if not, give them all they
want."

,traveling' alone, had encountered Dick
Ior TfBobanyorofanytheseof boys
the Liberty Boys he would have run like a

deer.
Just now the .voun.{(' miscreants were evidently prepared for .
fight.
Young Scrog·gs, the son of Mr. Slatel''s murderer, had an
old shotgun; young Jones had a big pistol: Bill Burgess had
a pitchfork, and many carried clubs.
"Come on, fellers! Let's lick '·e m!" cried voung Scrnggs,
who seemed to have appointed himself the leader by virtue of
his having a shotgun.
Then he flourished this weapon about >vildly, took voung
Jones alongside the jaw with the stock and poked the barrel
in Bill Burgess's stomach.
"Hi, stop o' that, yew cow!" snorted Jones.
• Bill Burgess let fly his big hands and took Scroggs in the
eye.
"Hey, what yer doin' ?"
"I donno; but you stop pokin' me with that thing or I'll hit
yer!"
"Yer did hit me, Bill BurR"ess."
•
"An' you hit me, too!" snarled Jones.
Scrog-g-s continued to flourish his shotgun and otHer boy.,;
g-ot hit.
One retorted by giving the young bully a resounding slap
in the mouth.
"Keep out o' the way with that gun, you clum sy clown," he
·
snarled, "or I'll give ye wuss."
Youn:r Scroggs drew off to one .side, where his companions
would be safe.
He was not, however, for he presently slipped and rolled
.
into the ditch.
it was onlv a qua1ter full of muddy water, but Scroggs
was a sorry-looJ<lng object, nevertheless, when he got out.
Then young Hank Jones shot off his pistol by mistake and
frightened half a dozen of those nearest to him.
"Confound ye, Hank Jones! Why can't ye look out?"
"Put up thet pistol, you fool!"
"You donno how to use it. anyway."
"0' course he don't! Stick it in yer pocket an' don't take
it out ag-'in."
"Ye thunderin' fool! What ye want ter bring it fur, anyhow?"
Dick and Bob had paused while the Tory boys were coming on.
Bob laughed at the confusion among the enemy and said:
"If we were to charge them riow, Dick, we could scatter
them like chaff."
"Yes, and then they would say that we had attacked them
first and make out that we were the aggTessors."
"They will probably lie about it, anyhow," laughed Bob.
"They always do."
Young- Scrog-gs was eut of the ditch, but his companions
·
made him throw aside his shotgun.
They also obliged Bill Burgess to get rid of his pitchfork, which was more dangerous to them than it would probably be to Dick and Bob.
Armed only \vith clubs now, the Torv boys came op.
Dick and Bob sat their horses r esolut ely.
"What do you fellows want?" asked Dick.
The Tories halted.
They did not like the air of determination which the boys
showed.
They would rather that they run.
"We're ervoin' ter lick yer!" roared young Scrogg-s.
"What for?"
"Jest fer fun, thet's what fur!" said Jones.
"Yew shut UP. Hank Jones. I'm ertorkin' an' yew ain't got
, no call ter tork!"
"I won't so shut up, Scroggs; I got ez mach right ter tork
CHAPTER X.
ez yew have. If yew're goin' ter lick ther rebels, go erhead
an' lick 'em."
TROOBLE WITH THE TORIES.
"Shut up, poth on yer!" said Bill Burgess, who was bigger
than Dick. "Come on, fellers! Let's lick 'em g-ood an'
The boys rode on at the same even pace.
hard!"
The Tory boys quickly noticed .their coming.
The Tories made a sudden dash at Dick and Bob and trieli'
Then they set up a shout.
to pull them off their horses.
"There tliey are! Now, then, let's give it to the rebels!"
The boys quickly dismounted.
They had evidently been waiting for the boys.
Then they flew at the Tories and began raining blows upon
Dick and Bob, and indeed many of the Liberty Boys, had
them.
met this same crowd of young ruffians before.
Dick knocked Scroggs into the ditch and blackened J ones's
They had invariably routed them, and yet whenever the
eyes, while Bob put Bill Burgess and another bully near as
Tories met them they were ready for fight.
big to sudden flight.
They always brought heavy odds aninst the boys.
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The ~thers, seeing their leaders vanquished and 1rettinir
After reporting to the Count and getting settled i:a camp,
several hard blows themselves, quickly took to flight.
Dick set out to reconnoiter.
The boys then mounted and rode away, having received but
He went in disguise, but rode Ma.ior. as there was no
i,f!w blows, and these not serious.
horse like him in case of a J>Ursuit by the enemy.
"Now they'll go off and teil their fathers that we have been · He had ridden some little distance when he saw a house by
abusin:r. tnem most shamefully," said Bob.
the roadside, overlooking the water.
"Yes, and Jones and the rest will try and make trouble.
It was a tavern, and pr obably just the place where he
That is the usual result of these meetings."
would get information of the enemy.
"Well, if they don't make any more than these boys did,"
Riding up, he tethered his horse at the side of the house
laug-hed Bob, "it won't amount to much."
and entered.
"Very true."
There were several men in the mace, smoking long pipes
They saw nothing more of the Tory bullies, and at length and drinking ale from pewter mugs.
reached Dick's house.
They paid little attention to Dick and went on with their
Here they fqund Alice, as Dick had expected.
talk.
He kissed his mother and then the two girls and said:
They were all patTiots, as Dick speedily learned.
"We are likely to be sent into the Jerseys soon, and so
He did not make himself !mown, however. but listened.
thought we would come over and see you before we went
Nothing was known of Captain FerITTJson and it was eviaway."
'
·
dent also that they did not know of Pulaski's presence in
"You went to New York in a great hurry ·a few days ago," the neighborhood.
said Alice. "Some of the bovs told us."
Dick did not consider it necessary to say anything, not
"Yes, and we left it in as big a hurry," laughed Bob.
knowing if there might be a traitor in the company.
"The night watch seemed anxious for us to stay," added
At length, as Dick was thinking ' of going, there being
Dick; "but we were equally anxious to get away."
nothing that he could learn, a newcomer arrived.
The boys then told their adventures, omitting the terrible
It was Filkins, whom he had last seen in New York.
ciiscovery at, and the escape from, the houS(! of Haskins.
"If he is here, then there is mischief going on." was h is
however.
·
thouirht.
·
This would have excited their hearers too much, and they
He sat where he was partly in shadow and could see Filsaid nothing of it.
kins plainly without being seen himself.
"You must have had some exciting times in the city," obThe man might not 'recol?llize himr but he determined to
served Alice.
.
t ake no risks.
"We did," shortly; "but part of them were due to Hank Jones
Filkins sat down and ordered a mug of home-brewed ale.
and his son. who declared our identity."
.
"Good weather, friends," he said. "Here's my very good
"Yes. and .iust now we thrashed Jones and a lot more." health!"
laughed Bob.
"Same to you," growled one, "though it's not often I swap _
"Then there will be more trouble." said Edith.
compliments with a stranger."
"Perhaps not," said Dick; "but, at any rate, we shall not
"Not such a stranger, either," laughed Filkins. "Isn't your
avoid it. We don't make it ourselves, and if these men name Newman?"
annoy us the trouble will be theirs."
"It surely is."
"They won't make any if we face them resolutely." added
"And you don't remember me?"
Bob. "and thev will back down as qu'ck as the boys ."
"Can't say that I do," hes'tatinglv.
"Rut vou w4Jl avoid it if you can, my son?" asked Mrs.
"Don't you remember Jim Waterbury, of Morristown?"
Slater.
·
"Can't say I do."
"Yes, mother dear, but I think, with Bob, that a bold front
"Why, yes, you do. You and I were great cronies."
·will have more effect uoon these men than if we try to get
"Can't say that I can place you. Don't know as I recollect
out of a meeting with them."
.
the name at all."
"Very lil<:ely, and I know that your judgment is good in
Filkins laughed and said:
such cases."
·
"Wa'al. I 11ad another, but I got in trouble and it wasn't
The boys remained at the house until dark, knowing that safe to use it. Don't you re.member a scrape I had over
Mark would send for them if they were wanted.
in--"
They had tea with Dick's mother and the girls and in the
"You ain't Jim Branch. are you?" asked the man.
eadv evening set out foT the camp.
'
"Why, certainly," sa·d Filkins.
At the same place where they had encountered the Tory
Dick could see that he had waited 'for the other to menbullies they saw a party of men waiting for them.
tion a name and had then accepted it .
Sorrie were mounted. but the m:!jority were on foot.
"Well, I wouldn't have known ver, Jim."
"There are Hank Jones and his cronies waiting for us"
"Well, mebby you wouldn't. How's everything? In the
sa:d Bob. "Those boys have been telling lies. as usual." ' army?"
"Maybe not." said Dick. "Hank Jones is perfectly willing
"No, I ain't. I'd like to have went,' but my rheumaticks
t o make trouble on his own account. if he can."
wouldn't let me."
.
"Quite right."
" fo nei ther, You're true to the cause. thoue:h, I s'oect?"
"Come on, Bob."
"Yes, sir, and I'd like to see every blame redcoat, Hessian,
'.J'he boys rode forward till they met the men. when Dick Yae:er and the rest dumped into the ocean!"
said:
"You haven't had no trouble with them lately?"
"You ari; waiting here to make trouble for us. Hank Jones:
"No, they've given us a pretty- wide ber th."
but vou w~ ll !!"et all you want. and more, too, if vou do not
"You've go? troops in the neighborhood, I suppose ?"
let us pass. Get out of our way!"
"No. we haven't: but as long as the enemy keeps away it's
Both boys drew their pistols and aimed them at Jones
all rie:ht. I g-uess."
·
·
"V-'.a'n't doin 1 nothin' o' ther sort !" growled Jone>:. t~king
Dick could see that Filkins was look'nir for information.
the SJde of the road. "We was iust ertorkin' thet's all"
As long as th e men knew nothing, Dick did not see any
The others drew aside and the boys dash~d on bein.g soo I hann in letting the talk go on.
.
'
out of sight.
·
'
· n
If he brought Ferguson there on account of there being
"What did I tell you?" laughed Bob. "We iust bowled no troops in the neighborhood, it would be an easy matter
those fellows over by putting on a bold front."
.
to" fall upon them.
. ,
.
"Very true. Bob. I made up my mind not to have any . Well, I re~kon the:e a:,n t any redcoats m these parts
trouble, and there wasn't any.''
· e1~~er, _so you re alt ng~t.
When they reached the camp Mark informed them that
Ye~, I reckon we aFe.
they were to leave for the. Jerseys the next day.
F1lkms s_at there . a. little long_er and then arose, saying that
·
·
·
he was !!"Omg to VIs1t some fr1encls.
"What has made you say your name was Newman, ·Josh ?"
asked one of the party , when Filkins had left.
CHAPTER XI.
"Cause I knew he d idn't know me no more'n a side of sole
DICK MAKES A CAPTURE.
leather."
The . Libe1-ty Boys had · .ioined Count Pulaski and were now
"Do tell!"
in Jersey about to proceed against Captain FerITTJ son and
"And I don't believe his name is Jim Branch, any more'n
hi,. nrArl.atmv h::i.ncL
mine is."

'
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"I want to know."
"Fact is, I never knowed anybody by that name," with a
lau.s;h.
"Wa'al, I declare!"
"My opinion is that he's a spy and is trying- to find out
·
something-, thou.s;h what it is I don't know."
"Of all thin.s;s !"
Dick now slipped out Quietly and saw Filkins .s;oin.s; down
the road, the same way he had come.
"He t hinks there is no use in .s;oin.s; ny farther," said
Dick.
Then he rode on after the man and shortly overtook him.
Fillµns looked at him sharply as he rode along-side.
"How are you, Filkins?" he said.
"That isn't my name," said the man, coloring. "It's Jim
-Jim Root."
"Branch. you ·mean," lau.s;hed Dick. "You have a poor
memory, Mr. Filkins."
"I tell you my name is not Filkins."
"And I know that you have been .lmown by it. er n if it is
not yours. We turned the schooner over to Colo:1el Butler."
Filkins turned red and pale by turns and mu t t ~r: t1:
"What schooner? I don't know what you r.n talking
,about. I don't know you and I don't want---"
, He was about to gallop away, when Dick seized his br:dle
rein with one hand and put a pistol to hi s head with the
other.
"Oh, yes, you do. Filkins," he said. "You know me now,
althoul!,'h you may not have done so at first."
"What do you want?" the man gasped, his face turning
the color of ashes.
"I w;:mt yqu. Where is Captain Ferg-uson ? "
"I don't know."
_ "You do, and you came here to spy upon us and see what
chances there were for a raid."
Filkins changed color.
Dick thus knew that he had g-uessed right.
"You are going with me, Filkins," he said, Quickly wheeling the man's horse.
At the same time he deftly abstracted Filkins's pistols
from his belt under his coat.
"Here ! Where are you--"
"Keep quiet, Filkins," as the fellow att empted to seize
Dick's arms. "This pistol might be discharged."
"Confound · you, Slater! You are the cleverest. young ras·
cal I have met in--"
"All except the rascal, Filkins." said Dick. "That applies
to yourself more than to me. Get up!"
Ma ior started ahead and the prisoner's horse was obliged
to follow.
Filkins tried to slip out of the saddle, but Dick caul?'ht him
by the collar.
"I wouldn't do that, Filkins," he said, dryly.
l'Pla.s;ue take you for a young rebel! How do you manage
al ways to get the best of me?" snarled Filkins.
"By keeping my eyes open,'" with a laugh. "Get up, Major!"
1
He went on at as rapid a pace as Filkins' horse could keep
•
up.
He kept a grip on the man, and there was no escape for
him.
At last he rode into his own camp.
Bob came up to meet him.
"Hello! That's Filkins you've got!" he cried.
"Yes. He was looking-.· for informat!on, and I thought I
·
would cive him some."
"Show him where our camp was. eh?"
"Exactly."
Ben and Sam now came up, and as Filkins dismounted
took him by the arms.
"Keep him under iruard. boys," said Dick.
"Those lying J erseymen told me there were no troops a1:1.Y·
where about!" snarled F ilkins.
"They did not know," said Dick. "We have not made our
'
presence known yet."
The man was taken away and put in a tent under stroll£'
iruard.
"What are you going to do with him, Dick?" asked Bob.
"Make him tell where Captain Ferguson is and turn him
over to Pulaski."
"Will he tell, do you think?"
"It he thinks he will be hanged: otherwise he won't. He

is nothing more than a pirate and is a very coward when in
•
dan.s;er."
· "I g-uess you are right, Dick," with a laugh.

CHAPTER XII.
A STARTLING SURPRISE.

The Liberty Boys all were eager to know how Dick had
'
captured Filkins.
"That f ellow will steer clear of us if he ever gets away,"
said Ben ~purlock, with a laugh.
"All our dealings with him have certainly been unfortunate from his point of view." added Sam.
"Thrue for yez, Sam," said Patsy. "Oi knowed the man
wor a v'lyan as soon as Oi shtepped on board hi s ship."
"Why so?"
"B<>cos he had a dirty kitchen , or galley, or phwativer yez
call it. No dece::1t mon will kape a dirthy kitchen, whether
it do be in a ship or a house or ohwativer."
" hel:eve you're right," chuckled Sam. and all the boys
.
'
laughed.
D'ck presently we:it to sec Filkins and said:
"I think vou are looking over t '.1e ground to give information to Capbin Ferguson as to where to make his next raid."
, Filkins colored. but said never a word.
"Where is he?"
No answer.
"_Am I right?" a sked D'ck.
"You '-:!' ~Y be or you ma y not be. It is only a guess on
.
your part."
· "it :s not a gue:;:s. You hact a schooner with which . you
user! to make pred:.:.tory excursicns . . You have it no longer."
':Vl c:ll."
"You wol1ld naturally go with a man of Captain Fer,
1ruson's stamp.''
"Perhaps I might. I am not a rebel. anyhow.''
"No, pat riots are not made of the stuff which you are
made of.''
"That is merely a matter of op 'nion," sne~ringly.
"No, it is a fact. I heard your conversat ion in the tavern,
saw vou feeling- vour way to find if they were Tori es or not.''
"Well, one needs to be cautious," carelessly.
"You had a purpose in all th'.s.''
"Maybe I had.''
"You thought you deceived them, but you did not."
"They told me there were no tl"OOPS about. They don't regarc! the Liberty Boys as soldiers," wi th a sneer.
"They do not know vet that the Liberty Boys are here.
You are working for Captain Ferl!;uson, and it is useless to
deny it."
"Well.maybe I am."
"Where is he?"
"I don't know. I am not in Captain Fer£'USOn's command."
Dick saw the man change color sliirhtly, and knew that he
was lying.
"You do know where he is. I wan t to know. Tell "me."
"I won't!" do~gedly.
"Do vou want to be hanged? "
"No." trembling. "but if I don't know a thing how am I to
tell it?" impatiently.
"Yes. you do."
"I told you I did not."
"I know you did, but I don't believe vou."
"You don't have to insult your pri soners, do you?" with
a narl.
"No, but I can tell when one is lying. You do know where
the captain is, and I am goinl?' to know." ,
"I tell you I don't know, and if you hunl?' me twice over
I could not tell what I don't know, could I?"
"Of course not, but you do know. Now, where is Captain
Ferguson?"
"I won't tell' you!"
nick stepped out of the tent.
"Prepare a noose and throw it over a branch. Harry," he
said.
"Very good."
The t.ent flap was left open and Filkins saw the preparations for a hancing going- on rapidly.
A rope with a noose on the end of it was thrown over a
limb and tested.
Then a file of Liberty Boys came toward the tent.
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Filkins trembled violently, the cold sweat standing in great
.As Haskins and his companion rushed toward the boys,
D.~~ snuffed ou~ both lights with two rapid shots.
beads on his forehead.
His face grew ashen and he could scarcely sit erect.
. l~ en he hurried to the outer door, reaching- it and dashmg it open as another blaze of light illuminated the woods.
"Get up, Filkins/' said Dick.
The man arose but sat down again, he was so weal:.
"Don't hang me!" he gasped. "I'll tell you whe1 ~ he is.
He is at the mouth of the r:ver waiting for a chance t o fall
upon any rebels who may oppose him."
CHAP~ER XIII.
.
"Very good. I will investigate. If Ferguson is not there,
THE ENEMY DISAPPEARS.
or has not been there, then you will be hanged."
"He was there to-day," gasped Filkins in a scarcely audible
Both boys ran out. as a torrent of rain beat upon them, but
tone.
•
"Take down the rope, but keep it · in read:ness. Break they would rather face the wildest storm than remain in that
house of crime.
ranks," said Dick.
Ne'ther had any doubt that murders had been committed
The boys dispersed, and the noose was taken down.
there, and they were gfad to be out of it.
Then Dick left the tent.
Two shots rang out, but the crash of thunder which fol"Do you think he told the truth, Dick?" asked Bob.
lowed that vivid flash made them scarcely perceptible.
"Yes."
1
Tt. was dark again in a moment.
"Then Ferguson is where he says?"
Dick knew where the horses were, and hurried to the spot
"Or he has been. \Ve must find out."
.
Evening was aoproaching·, and after su pper Dick s: t out Bob at his side.
Dick sli pped Ma.ior's tether and leaped into the saddle.
to find Canta.in Ferg-uson.
~ob mounted almost at the same moment.
P.ob '"ent w'th him. both riding at an easv g-ait .
The sky looked threatening when they started Qllt, and
'I hen another flash came and showed Haskins and the other
at the door.
·
rapicllv grew more so.
At lE!ngth it grew so dark, the boys riding along a road
Both men fired, the shots whizzing dang-erouslv near to
·
·
bordered on both sides by trees, that thev had to slacken the boys' heads.
their speed. .
':J'hen ·came a crash which seemed to shake the vel'V earth
The thunder rumbled and every now and then they could unaer them.
see ,t he flash of the lightning through the trees.
Jn a moment all was black darkness.
Then the wind began to blow violently, and· the thunder
T.he boys rode back the way they had come, not caring to
and lightning to be more frequent and nearer.
i;:9 n such a storm.
"\'\ e are i;o·ng- to have a violent storm, Dick," said Bob.
Soon there· came a flash more vivid than anv they had vet
.
"Yes. and it may be necessary to seek shelter somewhere/' seen.
"I don't see a house anywhere, Dick."
s·multaneously with it was an ear-splitting reverberation.
"Nor L'.o I, but there must be one somewhere about."
Then came the crashing of branches somewhere behind
The tlrnnder grew louder and the lightning more vivid. and them.
at last they felt the raindrops.
"A tree has been struck bv lightning," said Bob.
Then they saw a light from a house, and rode rapidly to"It sounds as if it had fallen on the house," said Dick.
ward it.
"It would be a g-ood thing if it crushed the place and those
The rain was coming down faster and heavier now, al- men with it," impetuously.
though as yet the trees sheltered them somewhat.
.The. rain beat furiously and the boys were soo:ri drenched
They reached the house, the l:ght shining from one of the with it. .
.
windows.
They thoug-ht nothing of this, however. having safelv esIt stood right among- the t rees, and one or two larger caped from that terrible house. ·
·
·
on es grew quite close to it.
They had fought for years, and showed no fear when
They rode under one cf these, and Dick dismounted.
facing Br:tish and Hessians, or even the Indians.
Going- to the door, he rapped loudlv upon it.
murder was another thing, however, and they
In a few moments a ma!) came to the door with a candle feltCold-blooded
that they had made a lucky escape.
in his hand.
Tl).e Indians were wily, and even. treacherous, but there
"I shall have to ask for shelter, sir," said D:ck. "I am was
some excuse for them, as all their traditions favored '
afraid the storm will be too violel\t to venture out in."
•
"Yes, it promises to grow worse, instead of better. Come that sort. of warfare.
When men made a profession of murder, however. and
in, by all means. No one is ever turned from our door, anc::
ki1led in cold blood, the boys felt
horror which was worse I
no one ever leaves it with a compla'nt."
It was raining violently now, beating against the window than any physical fear could have been.
'1'hough they were out of the house, and in dang-er of be:ngo
panes, and fairly rattling on the roof.
The boys t ethered their horses close to the house. whexe crushed bv falling trees, they felt that these were onlv
natural perils, 'and they did not have the awful fear which
they did not get the drip from the eaves, and entered..
There was another man in the main room of the house had impressed them when in the house.
They were both brave to rashness, and had not been unand as the bovs entered. he arose to g-reet them.
nerved when in the house, but they felt a fear nevertheless,
The instant Dick saw his face he started.
and were g-lad to be away.
"Haskins!" he said.
"I can face odds in OPE;?n fight and never flinch," said Bob,
"Jove! so it is," echoed Bob.
"It is not often that one has the fortune to be my guest "or even stand up against a lot of prowling- Ind.ans without
fear. but mur<;!er is something I could ever iret used to."
twi<'e." the man said. with an evil smile.
"All ou,r experience has been against it," said Dick. "We
"So you have left the city, as being too dangerous, perhaps
and have brought your evil calling to these wilds, have you?" are soldiers, and have no fear of known dangers, but our
"For one r eason or another, I have the pleasure of seeing every sense revolts against murder , and particularly cold· t
you again, Captain," smiling. "You will at least stay till blooded, calculatini murder like this."
"Vengeance will overtake that scoundrel some day, if it
the storm is over?"
"Not a moment. I would sooner brave the worst tempest has not alreadv done so," replied Bob.
"I feel that way myself." said Dick.
,
that ever blew than t6 remain half an hour. or even ten
The storm continued with considerable violence. but the
minutes in this murderer's den!"
"Perhans. now that you are here, it may not be so easy boys preseutly found a grove of thick fi~· trees, where they
were well protected from the rain, and here they wa·ted till
to get out." with an evil look.
A perfect tornado of rain struck the windows at that mo- the worst of the rain was over.
By degrees the thunder and lightning abated, and at length
ment. and the lightning was fairlv blindimr.
·
"l'd like to see you stop us, Mr. Haskins," said Dick, ceased.
quickly drawing his pistols, Bob doing the same.
It rained for some time after that, but it was a soft, gentle
Then they moved toward the door.
rain, and they did not . mind it.
,
"Stop them!" hissed Haskins. "They must not escape, stop
It was still raining- when they set out. ag-ain, but thev did
them!"
not feel it in the woods, and were not discomfited bv it o~t
,0£ th~
There were two candles in the room,.

I
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"Not much patriotism here," laughed Bob, when they had
They rea ched the camp at len gth and changed their saturated clothes. sitting- by the fires, which burned cheerfully, gone on. ·
"No, and they're a selfish lot altogether." replied Ben,
and were a great comfort.
. " ~ ou got caught in the worst part of the storin.," said "thinking onlv of themselves."
"It would :riot make any difference to them who was vic•Mark. "Wa s there no shelter to be had?"
"None that we would take," answered Bob.
torious," declared Sam.
"Not a particle," said Bob, in di sgust, "and' they deserve
"Then there was one?"
"If you can call a place a shelter where you a re sure to be being stirred up, as that old fellow put it."
They went on for a mile far ther, and still seeing nothing
mm:dered in your beds, or even out of them," sa:d Bob,
·
grimly.
of the enemy, turned back.
They had ridden some distance when they came upon a
"Jove! did you find a place like that?"
"Yes , and the same man from whom we escaped in New man driving an ox cart loaded with furn iture.
A woman, a girl and a bay often sat on the cart, the man
York."
"The same?"
having paused to rest the oxen.
"Moving? " asked Dick, halting.
"Yes, and it was our fortune, or misfortune. to meet him
"Yes, but I dunno where to go. Times have been hard, the
out here."
"Then you saw nothing of the enemy or of Captain Fer- redcoats have robbed me, work is hard to get. and manv of
g"Uson ?"
the neighbors won't let me have a house because they say
"No, we did not Jl:O far enough."
I'm a rebel." .
.
"Tories?"
The storm ceased at length, and in the morning it was
"They are nothing. They won't fight on e'ther side. AU
clear a.,.ain and somewhat cooler .
Th ree, or four of the boys t ook F ilkins over to Pulaski's they want is easv t imes and plentv of money.''
"And you are a rebel?"
camp, while l;)ick, Bob and one or two of the boys set out to
look for the enemy,
"No, I ain't. I'm a patriot, and so are you. We don't
On the way they came to the hQuse in the woods where they know afty rebels."
had been the previous night.
"Very good. And so you want to find a house?" .
"Yes, I can't live in the woods and fields like gypsies."
One end of it was a total wreck, a giant tree havinir fallen
'
across it.
"I'll, show you a house which t think you can take, but it's'
·
The heavy tree had t orn ri g-ht th rough the roof. carried in bad repair."
"It can be fi xed up, can't it?"
away the floor beneath, wrecked the chimney, and crashed
"Cert ainly. Come with us and I will show it to you."
into the cellar.
"Nobody living- in it?"
"It looks as if it had been bombarded," said Ben.
"Whoever was under that stood no chance whatever "
"No.''
'
·
added Sam. ·
"Anything the . matter vvith it, 'sides bein' out o' repair?"
"A tree fell on one end of it last night and wrecked that
"Dick said he thought it h ad struck the horse." observed
'p art. The people who were in it before had a bad r eputaBob. "and so it did, and heavily."
There was no one in sight in the g ood part, and it looked tion."
'
a s if it had been abandoned.
"Any one killed?"
1
not."
The boys dismounted, and went fo rward.
think
I
No,
"By the tree ?
Bob looked in at the windows, but saw no one.
t They rode on, and at last came to the house where Haskins
.
Dick pushed open the door, but heard no sound.
and his evil crew had lived.
The settler looked at it ca1·efully.
Ben and Sam entered at the br oken part. while Bob went
"It looks like a likely enough house," he said. "an' it's a
fn at the rear.
There was no one to be seen, and not a sound to be heard. lot better'n nothing."
The woman and girl went in to look around, and Dick took
They looked in the rooms above, in the closets and in the
cellar, but fo und no one.
the man aside. ·
.
Then he told about Haskins.
E verything of any value had been taken out, and there ~ was
«I do not know, of course," he added, "if any murders have
not even a sinirle article of food.
"Fear of the storm or of detectives has driven them out " been committed here or not, but it is likely that there have."
'
said Dick.
"But the folks have gone?"
"Yes, and are not likely to return .."
"Well, if that had not, we would," said Bob~ decidedly.
"Did the folks around here know about it?"
"And if we find them carrying on their evil practices any"I don't lmow. Perhaps not."
where else, we will drive them out," a dded Ben.
Just then the woman came to the door and said:
"What oug-ht to be done «1th the house ? " asked Sam.
"It's a proper fine place, Jake. Things smells kind o'
"Leave it ," r eplied Dick.. "Some honest person may make
musty, but I ,r eckon they can be aired.''
it his home yet and remove the curse which rests upon it."
"We won't be squatters, will we ?" asked the cir!.
The boys then rode on.
"No, I think not," laughed Dick. "I would move in if I
Reaching t he mouth of the river they found where there
h ad been a camp, but from which the occupants had gone. mre in your place."
"Guess we better," the man said. "I can pay rent for it.
. "Filk ins was right," said Dick, "and the enemy have probSome of the trees 'll have to be cut."
ablv onlv recently left here."
"I don't think that will matter. You can make a garden
"Then what are we going to do?" asked Bob.
"Find them!" said Dick, shortLv.
then. and improve the place greatly."
Tlre boys helped the settler move in some of his things,
and then went back to the camp.
CHAPTER :XIV.
A NEW USE FOR AN EVIL HOUSE.

CHAPTER XV.

PAYING OFF THE MARAUDERS.
The boys made their way alonir the coast for a mile or two,
·'
but saw nothinir of the enemy.
/
Upon his return to camp, Dick rode over to Pulaski's camp,
Some of the neighbors said that they had gone the ni_ght
at some little distance, and to].d what he had learned.
before, an hour or two ahead of the storm.
"The spy was right," he added; "but the enemy had moved
No one seemed to know just where they had l?'One. how.
without his knowledge.'' .
_,t-Ver.
"Then you did not find the enemy, Captain?"
They were so g-lad to be rid of them that thev did not seem
"l'fo, but I do not think they we~( aW{!Y on our account.
to care where thev had gone.
No one knew of our presence here.
"Ef · thev'll onlv keep away I'll be sati sfied." said one.
"Then we will 1!:o after them and drive them out."
"What with rebels an' Tories an' redcoats an' Hessians
"We are readv to march at any time."
an' 'most everyt hin g but lnjuns we're all ther time stirred
"Very good. ·we will start an .hour after dinner."
up," growled another.
Dick· returned to the Liberty Boys and • announced the
"I'll be plu mb glad when the war is over. and a body can
Count's decision.
make some sort of a fair living," another remarked.
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The boys were glad to 6e on the march again, and shortly
H was a long shot, but he hit
stroke oarsman in one 01 1
after dmn~r the tents were struck and everytning made the las t !.>oats and causetl liirn t.u the
fall Lackwar<l into the rher,
ready for the march.
upsettmg· toe boat, already overloaded.
Vv hen J:'uiaski s torce came along two hours later, the bo:vs
Into the river fell the i·edcoais, the boat being overturned
joined, taking the rear.
anti sinking.
1''.Jkins was still a prisoner, but he did not seem to mind
"Good shot, Jack!" cried Dick, who was always real(iy to
this so long· as there seemed to be no immediate danger of pra·se any espMiall:v da1-in11: f eat like
that.
his bein_g- hanged.
"Good boy, Jack," shouted Mark, who was Jack's particular
At Jast i-uiaski halted and made hi s camp, dividing his c.hum, and very proud of him.
,
'
forces.
"Swim, you villains!" laug~e d Jack. "You found us boys
Unc, forming the advance guard under Baron Bozen, occu- more wideawake than those poor fellows
you butchered,
pied a number of houses ; the cavalry, under Pulaski him- didn't you?"
sell', being some distance away.
'l'h e men were -picked up by the other .boats,1though some
Th~ Liber.ty Boys were not far from Pulaski's cavalry, were nearly exhausted .before this
happened.
.
formmg then o'Vn camp, as usual.
Jack had no time to fire
shot, but this one would
Nothing occurred during the night to alarm the Liberty long be remcmbe1·ed by the another
gallant youths, among whom he
Boys.
was deservedly Po.p ular.
rn the morning Dick rode over to Pulaski's camp for inThe redcoats went down the river and out of harm's way,
struotions.
and Jack, patting the neck of his beautiful mare, said:
Here he heard bad news.
"Good old girl, Dolly, to carry me so that I could make
A man had deserted, taking Filkins with him.
that shot. Now then, get up."
They had hurried to the enemy, some miles away, and had
Whell Jack rode back the boys all cheered him heartily.
given information of Pulaski's presence.
"That was a splendid shot, Jack," said Dick, "and did a lot
Early in the morning Ferguson had set out in boats. go:ne of mischief. Those fellows won't forget it
in a hurry!"
up the river and fallen upon Baron Bozen's party.
"Thank you, Dick," sa:d Jack, blushing. "I was bound to
It was not a battle, it was a butchery.
ll.'ive those pirates all the trouble I could and I am glad that
Ferguson himse1f in his official reP-Ort, sa id : "It being a I did so well."
night attack, little quarter could, o.f course, be given, so there
"You're a trump, old man," said Mark, seizini Jack's hand
were only five prisoners. "
.
I
and irrasping it firmly. "I could not have made such a shot
'Fifty of the infantry were butchered· on the .spot, among myself."
them being Baron Bozen, and another foreign off:cer.
"Humbug, as Carl says," laughed Jack, but he was pleased
Pulaski, upon receiving information of the massacre, at all the same at the praise he had received.
once set out with his cavall'y, to punish the murderers.
Ferguson and his band of marauders left the neighborhood
Dick hunietl back to his own camp, aroused the Libei·ty and that was the end of their expedition.
Boys, and caught up with Pulaski's troop before they reached
Pulaski's Leg-ion was ordered away. but Dick determined
the enemy.
to remain in the neigl).borhood for a time.
The clattering of· hoofs irave notice to Ferguson of the
'fhe Liberty Boys returned quietly to their old camp, and i
approach of th e avengers.
ve1·v few knew that they were there.
The enemy qtt-ickl:v took to their boats and rowed away.
There were no redcoats about now that they knew of, but
"After them, Liberty Boys," cried Dick.
Dick determined to recomtoiter and make sure.
"Down with the pirates, dejlth to the murderers, liberty
The clay after their return to the camp he and Bob set out 1
forever!" echoed the gallant boys.
on horseback in a direction they had been before.
"Fire!" shouted Dick, as they rode along the river bank.
They had ridden some distance' when they saw a little old
Crash-roar!
tavern with a swinging sign stand:ng back from the road
A tremendous volley rang out.
and half hidden by the trees.
It f airlv rained bullets, and a cloud of smoke floated over
It was a byroad; and the tavern seemed to nave little custhe nver.
tom from the general air of neglect and decav which it bore.
There were many gaps seen as the smoke cleared away,
"The place does not look as if it had a customer once a I
for more than one volley was fi~·ed .
.
.
month," laughed Bob .
. Some of the redcoats toppled mto the river and some fell
"And yet it might. Some landlords never paint their
mto the bottom of the boats.
houses for fear they will have a new look."
The enE\mY pulled aw~y as fast as they could, but the
"There is scarcely any need of ' oing in there to make inplucky bovs followed, rac1~g along the bank.
quiries, I should say," said Bob.
·.
!'1uskets cracked ~d "!nstols rattled, and scarcely a shot
"We won't stop there now, at all events.'! replied Dick.
failed to do some m • schie~.
.
They were riding by when a man came to the door and i'
The r edcoats pulled out mto midstream to escape the ter- seemed about to call t o them.
rible shower of bullets that was falling upon them.
"Ride on Bob " said Dick in a low voice. "That is
"They are pirates, buccaneers, murderers, not soldiers !" Hasldns " '
'
'
cried Bob, indignantly. "Let 'em have it hot, boys!"
·
Many a man who had gone on that buccaneer ing expedition never returned to tell of it.
Many of those ·who did carried wounds with them which
CHAPTER XVI.
th ev would long remember.
"It's nothing "to fall upon sleeping men and butcher them,"
DOING AN ENEMY A FAVOR.
said Mark. indignantly, "but quite another to fight with those
men's avengers.''
"What is that fellow doing · here?" muttered Bob, after !
"They are not fiirht'ng," said Jack, "they are running away they had passed.
and as fast as thev can go.''
"What he has done befo:·e. no doubt. The house is crut of
.Jack rode a handsome mare, second only to Dick Slater's the way, and a man could disappear without
being tra~~d.''
Maior in speed.
"Very true. while he could be on a more traveled road.
He now dashed along the bank as fas\; as he could ride.
"This· man makes murder a profession and chooses sesending in shot after ,shot as rapidly as possible and doing- eluded places like this for his den."
.
damag-e with every one.
"He is a human., spider, who lives on the blood of his vicD:ck, Bob, Mark, and all the Liberty Boys poured a steady t"ms," said Bob.
Do you suppose .he recognized ush?'.'
. \
firP upon the redcoats.
"Perhaps; but at any rate he will not. carry on is. ~VI 1 i
The latter kept as far away as thev could. howev.er. and traffic, if ~ can help it. We m~de ,,no sign of recogmt1on.
at l"'st thP. fire of the gallant lads failed to he ef!'cctivP."
He may thmk we
not know h~m.
.
.
"They did not get off scot free at any rate!" stormed Bob. I The boys rode a do
considerable d1stanc~ , and it was l?TOWI~g 1
"That they didn't," answered Bob. ",Tove! there goes old dark when they approached ~he ~ueer. little,
_old
t_ave1:i
agam.
Jack for a last shot.''
A man on horseback, commg m the opposite direction. was
Jack, riding like the wind, and getting Dick's permission, just dismounting i!l fr~mt of the _hou,se.
,, .
clashed ahead of the advance guard.
"Another fly, gomg mto the ~pider s _web, sa1~ Bob.
He had his musket in his hands, and as he raced on, sud"Bob, do you see who that 1s ?" whispered Dick.
denly threw it to his shoulder and fired.
"Filkins!"

I
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There was no one about, but Filkins shortly founa his .
"Yes."
horse.
"Then there is a pair of the scoundrels."
"Which way are you going?" asked Dick.
"Filkins is not a deliberate murderer, like this man
"North."
Haskins."
"We go south, so you will not be followed."
"No, he is a pirate; but he is more open in his warfare."
"Will you let me see you start?"
The door had closed and all was dark e cept for a light
"Yes. Come, Bob!" and the boys rode to the front of the
that shone under the blinds of one of the windows.
"I cannot see even an enemy sacrific.ed in that manner." house . .
.
"Slater," said Filkins, "you are a generous foe. Why did
said Dick, firmly,
you want to save my life?"
"What are you going to do?" asked Bob.
"I have told you."
"Go there and warn him."
"Well, there are few who would have done as you have."
"Then I'm with you, Dick."
"There are many," shortly. "Good night! Come, Bob!"
"I believe in giving a man a fair chance for his life, but
Then the two boys rode off at a gallop.
this scoundrel gives no one a chance."
A few moments later they heard the sound of hoofbeats
The boys now rode up and dismounted.
going in the other direction.
"Hello, the house!" shouted Dick.
"Well," said Bob, "we have let the fellow go; but, as vou
The door opened and Haskins appeared.
"Come in and welcome, gentlemen," he said. "Our house say, we could not see him murdered in cold blood by that
Is small, ,but there is still room for good customers, as I fiend yonder."
·
,
"No, and to-morrow we will come and drive out the vamknow you to be."
pire."
The boys entered, and then Haskins recognized them.
The boy rode on and at length reached the camp.
"So you are still at Your evil trade, are you?" asked Dick.
"You have made a day of it," said Mark, as they disadvancing. "Hello, Filkins! Where are you'?'"
.
Filkins appeared at the door of the coffee room, drew a mounted.
"Yes, but met only two enemies, and both got away from
pistol and snarled:
us."
"You won't get me. you rebels, without a fight!"
"Yes, and we let· one of them go," added Bob.
"Listen to me, Filkins," said Dick, pistols in hand Bob
"You have had adventures," said Mark, "so stop talking ,in
with his drawn, standing close beside him. "I have not com~
• riddles and tell me all about it."
to take you."
Mark was greatly surprised when he heard what the boys
Haskins slunk away toward a: rear door.
had to say.
"What do you want, then?" with a snarl .•
"I can't blame you for letting Filkins go," he said: "but
"Stay where you are, Haskins," said .Dick. "Watch him,
we i;nust drive out that spider Hask\ns."
Bob."
"Yes." said Dick, "if he has not meanwhile taken the alarm
- "We haven't got through with you. Haskins." said Bob.
and fled."
"Do you know this landlord?" asked Dick
"It is a pity we cannot capture the wretch and have him ·
"No," shortly.
incarcerated."
"Never in his house before?"
"Yes, it would be better."
·"No."
"Now we sin'!PlY drive him from place to place, and he
"Never knew him in New York?"
carries on his evil traffic, just the same."
"No."
"Very true; but it always ' happen s that we meet him at
"Then you don't know your peril. Filkins, if we had not
Reen you come in here, you would never have gone out alive." unexpected times and places, when there are none of the Liberty Boys with us."
The man's face turned · ashen.
"Well, the fellow will meet his just fate some day, vou
"How do you know?" he gasped. "This is a trick. to capmay be sure."
,
.
ture me.
so," answered Dick.
"It is not. This man kept a little inn on a side street in ' "I think
The next day Dick, Bob, Mark and two-score of the UbNew York. He took us in when we were in danger of the
ert v Boys rode off to the Queer, old tavern on the by-road.
n iirht watch and the redcoats. You remember the night?"
Reaching the place, they found it closed.
·
"Yes."
On the door was a notice, which stated that the house was
"Between the mattresses of a bed whe~ \..re were to sleep
for sale.
we found a dead man."
"The fellow has taken flight, as before," said Bob. "It will
"And if we had not," added Bob, "we would have been in
be a difficult matter to find him now."
hi s place by morning."
"No doubt," said Dick, "and we have not time to search
"ls this true?"
now."
"Yes. Later we found this man over here. a few miles
They rode back to camp and the next dav Dick 1·eceivetl
away, still plying his evil trade." ·
instructions to return to- Westcheste1·, ~ there were matter::;
Haskins tried to sneak away, but Bob said:
there to which the general wished Jiim to .irive hi s attent'on
"I am watching you, Haskins. If you run I will put a bulIn a short time the Liberty Boys were on the march .
let in you."
I
"l<'ilkins," said Dick·, "I have no regard for you:· but I
·would not see even my worst enemy murdered in his bed, as
you would be if you stayed here."
CHAPTER XVII.
"You :;ire not playing me false, Dick Slater?" muttered
the man.
FILKIN RETURNS THE FAVOR.
"No. Leave here at once. I wiil not follow you for ten
minutes."
The Libel't y Boys had stopped at night to rest after their
"You swear it?"
.
"Yes. Here is the door," and Dick threw it open and day's march.
They were still i,n Jersey, not having yet crossed the river.
r;teoped aside.
The fires were lighted for company, rather than for comFilkins came out, and at the next moment a man stepped
into the hall from some place in the rear and fired a shot fort, and the boys were sitting around, occupying themselves
in many ways.
at the single candle in a sconce near the door.
The sentries were posted, as the Liberty Boys were alwavs
In a moment it was extinguished.
vigilant, whether they expected an enemy or not.
Then hurried footsteps were heard.
As it grew later the fires grew dimmer and the boys
"This way, Filkins!" cried Dick, seizing the man's arm
_
sought their tents.
and hurrying him outside.
At · length only the tramp of the sentries could be heard
In a moment not a light was to be seen in the house.
Then the door was slammed violently and bolted and and this only at times.
It was growing Quite late and everything was dark and
barred.
still.
Dick.
asked
is?"
horse
your
where
know
"Do you
This was the time when the boys were especially vi1!'ilant.
"The groom took him."
Indians and other foes had attacked them at this time,
Dick
where
house,
the
of
back
barn
They hurried to the
always finding them prepared.
lighted a sulphur match
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and the soldiers amusing themselves,' although the hour was
Ben Spurlock, on picket, heard a suspicious sound.
Some one was approachinl?.
late.
"When they do get to sleep they'll sleep solid," he said to
Listen :nl? Ben perceived that only one person was coniing-.
It was probably a strag-der g-oing- home late.
himself.
Then he went back, i?Ot upon Major and rode away at a
The footsteps came on in a way that showed that the
gallop.
strang-er was not perfectly sure of his wher eabouts.
"I saw them, Bob," he said, when he came in. "We can
"Halt!" .said Ben, sha rply. "Who J?oes there? "
get by them, but we must be cautious."
"A friend," said a voice.
They had broken camp while he was away and now they
"Advance, friend."
went on the march.
The st e ps came on . ,
They rode at a good speed until they saw the enemy's
"l s this the camp of the Liberty Boys?"
"Well?" asked Ben, who never g-ave information unless he campfires.
Then the y veered on to one s:de, striking- througoh the
knew whern he was g-iving- it.
woods and keeping- well t o the right.
"If it is, tell Dick Slater to look out fo r the enemy."
When well beyond the enemy they struck into the road
"What enemy?"
"Redcoats. There are some near the Jersey line and he ~p.:ain and went on at a goallop till morning-:
They took but little rest and then pushed on all the mornhad bett er keep a lookout fo r them."
ing-, making- rapid progoress.
•
"Who are you ?"
Later in the day they rested agoain, and early the next
"Oh, I'm returninrr a f avor he did me, that is all."
morning- set out for t he point where they . had h:dden their
The fire suddenly flared up.
boats when they crossed.
Tl)e11 Dick Slat er s tepp e ~ out.
Reaching- this, they began preparations for embarking.
H e 11a d heard the t alk bet ween Ben and the st rang-er.
These were g-oing on rapidly, when, all of a sudden, one
"Don 't be alarmed, F ilkins," h e said. "We are on n eub·a) .of the boys who had been left as a r eargouard came dashingo
g round .inst now."
.
at a gallop.
"I came .t o warn you, Captain ," said Filkins. "I have been up"Redcoats,
Dick!" he cried. "We saw them coming on from
your enemy and a pirat e and all that, I know, and probably the t op of a hill. They must know where we are, for
they
will be again, but now- -"
are coming- on rapidly."
"Yes?"
"Many of them, J im?"
"Now I am ret urn ing- the f avor you did me in saving- rny
"A largoer detachment than ours."
life."
"Get the horses and bagg-age on board as quick as you
"Th en there are enemies about?"
can," said Dick. "Call in the reariruard, Jim."
"Yes. I had t o do something-, Captain."
The boats worked rapidly and at lengoth the boats, with
"I am obliged to you," shortly. "You have not been follow- the horses and baggoag-e on board, were on the river.
ing us ?"
Then the others were rapidly filled and pushed out .
"No. I came upon you by accident earlier this evening
Befor e they were all embarked the redcoats came 1n sig-ht.
and then lear.lJ,ed of the presence of the redcoat s."
"Keep rig-ht on, boys," sa id Dick. "Make haste with the
"And came t o warn us ?"
other boats. No confusion, boys, but work lively."
/
"Yes. Aft er this we ar e quits."
The r edcoats ·came on, hoping to cut off some of the plucky
"Verv good. I am obliged t o vou , Filkins. Will' you take boys.
a bit of advice? "
Boat after boat was filled and shoved out, and at last only
"Perhaps. What is it?"
Dick, Bob, Mark, Jack, Ben and Sam were left, and they
"Give up this ine.srular busin ess ; don't have an ything tol shoved out as the enemy came galloping down to the wat er.
do with men like F eriruson. Go into the ~rmy or be a spy,
if you like, but be honorable."
''That's goood a dvice, Captain. I'll think it over."
CHAPTER XVIII.
"Do so. Good nii?ht!"
"Good nigoht!" '
T!Ul END OF HASKINS.
The fi re burned down and Filkins was heard hurrying
away.
The redcoat s fired at the pluck y boys and a shower of bulDick presently set out to look for the enem~. .
.
H e rode fo r some dist ance and at last saw twmkhngo hgoht s lets fell about them.
Those nearest returned the ii.re, and Dick and his comrades
and heard bo;sterous voices.
Dismounting, he went "n cautiously t ill he saw the camp sent in a volley, while .p ulling away rapidly
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Dick did not see Filkins with the redcoats ancl so· could not
tell i'f he had urnu1d1t them.
. Farthe1· anG! farthe1· out upon the water went the boys, until at last they were out of iange.
_R eaching the ·1· old quarters in Westchester at length, the
Liberty Boys learned that tl1ev we1'e soon to go south.
Thi:; was a decided change, but one which they were not
·
'
sorry to make.
One day Dic·k, Bob and Mal'k :s<:t out to go to a distance on
,certain business connected w i th their intended journey.
Having accomplished it, they were returning in the early
evenin_g- by a road very little traveled, but which would
shorten the distance for them.
Coming to a house where there were several persons gath•
.
ered about, t~ boys halted.
The men were talking interestedly about something- and
scarcely noticed the three boys.
"It's very queer what's become of him," said one.
"I know he sot out fur down the river, 'cause I seen him
11:0."

"An' I know he ha:n't been there, 'cause I come up an'
didn't see nor hear hide nor hair on him."
"An' he ain't the onl.v one what's disappeared."
"Is that so?"
"Yes. Who's seen Bill Judd for the last few days?"
. "That's so, and we useter see him every day. Mebby he's
j'incd the sog-ers."
,"What is the trouble?" asked Dick.
"Why, we was talkin' about how OM on us has suddenly
·
slinued out -o' sight and no one can't account for· it."
"Has th er~ been redcoats, Cowboys or Skinners about
·
here?"
·'No; not a one."
"Could these men have moved away?"
"There wasn't no 'casion for 'em ter move, an', 'sides,
sorr.e of 'em's left their fam'lies behind."
"Well, if we hear anything of them we'll let you kno:w,"
said Dick.
Then the boys rode on.
A mile further they came upon a cabin ;n the woods.
There was a light in the window and a man could be seen
sitting- at a table eating his supper.
"Jove! t>o you see who that is?" whispered ·Bob.
"Yes; it is . Haskins."
"Do you know what I think?"
"Yes."
"This man is responsible for the mysterious disappe~rances
that have taken place about here."
"Vetry true. Come forward; cautiously, boys!"
A second man was seen to come out of an inner room and
take a seat at the table.
The boys dismounted and stole forward.
Standing- by the open window, Dick heard Haskins say:
"And so some of these men have been missed?"
"Yes."
"But ho suspic·on points to us?"
"No."
"There has not been much for us\ so far."
"No. The Peddler was the best. He had t en pounds."
"Too small." mutterec1 . Haskins. "There is not enough
monf'y for the risk we tall;e and the danger we run."
"Oh, you coldblooded scoundrels!" was Dick's thought.
"Never mind. Things \vill be better by and by," said
H askins, with a grim chuckle, which made Dick's blood run
cold.
" .And we've g-ot to find a better bnry :ng ground," the other
plotter declared. "There's two upstairs that we have not dispoRed of yet."
"A ll in good time," said Haskins, with a lau11:h, which made
Dick shiver.
"Come away," he said to Bob, in a whisper.
The boys crept noiselesslv away.
"What are you zo·ng to <lo, Dick?" Bob asked, when they
were awav from the house.
"Go for help and capture these murderers."
The boys went back to their horses, mounted and 1·ode rapidly away.
They meant to return to the place where they had the talk
of the mysterious disappearances.
There would probably be some one there still.
As they expected. they found a number of men still there.
They quickly told what they knew about Haskins.
"If you will go .to this man'\ place you will find two of his
victims," added Dick

'"Ibat·s the fellow that took the ol<l cabin what Zeke Tot.
·
t en uster !iv~ in,'' said one.
"Why, yes; I've seen him an' the feller what works ft~r hi1;1
dispeddlers
the
was talkin' to me here this evenin' 'bout
appearin', an' he allowed same as we that it was most mys.
tei·ious."
"Come to the house and we will clear up the mystery," said
Dick.
'1 hev e:ot nearly a dozen men an<l goocl-sizPcl boys to go
with them.
Reaching the house, they surrqunded it.
Then Di9k rode up and pounded on the doo.r. .
Haskins openetl it, carrying a lighted candle m his l:and.
At s·ght of Dkk he turned pale, gasped, dropped the
candle and shut and barred the door.
Hurrying to the rear, he was seen by one of the n eigh1
lk to you, "
bors.
"Hello! Where you going'? We want to ta
-"'
said the man.
.
The door was slammed shut in an instant.
Then a bar was put up and some heavy obJect. placed
.
against the door as well.
'"I'here ain't much good ·in dohtg that," .muttered a native.
"No; we can starve him out," observed anothe1·.
The hou se was now entirelv surrounded.
"You'c.l better come out before we starve you out." called
.
,,
•
one of the besiegers.
"01· before we .break in the doors and drag you out, said
another.
Dick, at the front of the cabin, saw a Jig-ht under the door.
"Come here, boys!" he said.
Smoke was now issuing from· the crack un<lm· the door.
"The cabin is on fire!" said Bob, excitedly.
"Do you suppose he did it on "f.}urpose ?" ask_ed Mark.
. ,,
"No; . probably not. It must have ~een an a~cident.'.'
"The man will be burned to death, 1f we don t get him out.
.
"Yes. Come; let's force the doo_r."
The boys threw themselves agamst the door and tried to
·t ff
k"
· b
break it down.
At last. fetching a log, they succeeded m rea mg 1 01
its hinges.
. .
It fell in with a crash.
The entire front room was by this t me a mass of flames.
There was clearly no getting in there.
At that moment the rear door was f<?rced.
Haskins and his accomplice were seized and dr agged out.
Their clothing was already singed and tl? ey could not have
remained much longer in the burn.n~ cabm.
They fought to escape, but w ere quickly o".erpowcred.
"Did ye set the cabin on fire'?" one of his captors asked
Haskin~.

"No; it was an accident."
"Yer sot it on fire."
'~Why should I ? "
"Ter. cover up ther crimes ver have committed."
"Why do you say I have committed cr:mes? What proof
have you?"
haven't anv. an' that's the wust of it. Ther fire'll
cover up everything.''
.
The house was burned to the irround.
There was not a stick of it left, :incl it burned furiou~lv
Ulltil it was nothing but a pile of t:edhot coals.
These burned till there was noth ng but ashes.
The mystery of the disappearance of the peddler and
.
.
others was as much a myst~l'Y as. ever.
H askins flatlv denied havm:.::- said any of the thmgs which
.
Dick had heard him say.
Dick told what he knew of the man, and it was made clear
.
that he was a murderer by l?rofes~i_oi:.
There was no ev·dence agamst 111m m t his latter case, however. b11t Dick and Bob charged him with/murder, and he
h"
·
was held.
Then his accomplice ·made a full confession to save 1m-

"We

. "d e
self.
Before Haskins' knew this, however, h e comm1"tted swc1
in h;s cell.
With his death ..the strange disappearances ceased.
Soon after this the Liberty i3oys · went south.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS ON
KING'S MOUNTAIN; OR, A HOT TIME FOR• THE B~IT
ISH."
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FROM ALL .POINTS
p·assages. Portions of the land in that region have
been sinking for ages.
On1y a few years ago the ground around the track
of the Florida Southern Railroad near Alachua Lake
gave way, and in the darkness of night a train ran
into a hole seventy or eighty feet deep. The train
was completely wrecked, but fortunately all aboard
escaped an untimely death.
There are sinks in various parts of Alachua County, but they are more numerous in the vicinity of
what the Indians called "Big Jug," or Alachua, 1
meaning the deep sinkholes through which the water
in the lake at1different periods has run out, leaving
an immense savanna, or many thousands of acres of
prairie land. Many years ago several acres of
ground on' the public road leading fro1'.1 this city
to Newmansville sank and formed a lake, in which
.
MAN:-EATING FISH
the tops of tall trees could be seen beneath the surThe people of Hann:Wal, Mo., have placed consid- face of the water. This spot is known as Blue Sink.
~rabl~ credence in the story that a man-eating :ijsh Seven miles northwest of Gainesville is a mammoth
m~abits. the water3. of the Mississippi River, basing sink known as the Devil's Mill Hopper. It is a
this belief on stones of drownings . that have oc- great natural curiosity, and is a popular· resort for
curred there in the past several years in which picnic parties, as w~ll as for pleasure seekers ~ho
there was an element of mystery and by which it during the winter season visit this part of Florida. ·
seemed. there was some unseen force that was a One miie west of Gainesville is the Green Sink, containing a considerable volume of water, in which it
,
factor m the drownings.
has been the custom for many years for ~olored
Hanat
r
. Carl Tucker, sr., veteran baggagemast~
people to bathe, and many untimely deaths h~ve
pulled
bodies
several
seen
has
he
mbal, says that
from the Mississippi River during the past fifteen occurred in this sink by drowning-. A ~otable smk
years bearing lace.rations ?n the ankles and legs, is that in which Hogtown Cr~ek empties. About
strong~y representmg the imprint of the teeth of five miles southwest of the city. the stream runs
some river mo:ister .. While Tucker and some friends into this sinkhole and gradua!ly d:sappe~rs throu~h
were on a fishmg trip in a rowboat north of Hanni- a subterranean outlet. At this pomt qmt~ a lake is
. bal a few years ago, a monster fish jumped above formed, which is well filled with all species of fish
the surface of the watei· and knocked an oar from known to inland Florida waters.
The natural bridge over the Sante Fe River, in
the hand of one of the party.
Later, a catfish weighing 312 pounds, was caught the northeastern part of Alachua County, is one of
nearby. Not very long ago, Tena Tucker, twenty- Florida's unique and most interesting ~ce:ies, preone years old, was drowned while wading in the senting the. spectacle of a large stream smkmg from
river near Hannibal. Friends heard her scream. view for a distance of several miles. A.ll the streams
"Oh, my leg," and with that she disappeared be- in the San-Felaska hummock, a large body of land
neath the surface of the water. The body was re- a few miles west of Gainesville, disappear into uncovered twenty-four hours later at Saverton Mo derground passages. Most of the sinks are dry, but
nine miles south of Hannibal. One of h~r le~ hundreds of the~ are well filled with water, flowing
from springs. The depth of the sink-holes varies all
·
bore lacerations.
the way from tw~nty-five feet down to where no
bottom can be found.
THE SINKS OF FLORIDA
The water in a sink hole three miles west of the
Park was measured a short time ago, and it
Winter
the
of
one
and
The sinks of Florida are numero.us
to be 350 feet deep. The hole is 125 to.150
found
was
visitstrangers
to
features·
attractive
most
State's
ing this part of the country. Around Alachua Lake yards from side to side, and about forty feet in depth
three miles south of Gainesville, there are hundred~ to the surface of the water at the bottom. From ~e
of sink~holes of various sizes and depths. It is ap- top of the bank the water has the deep blue line of
parent from the existence of so many sinks that the the ocean. The banks are so steep as to render dewhole country is honey-combed with subterranean scent and ascent somewhat difficult.
WHALE WITH TWO LEGS
A _whale with t;o legs is the most recent disc~v
ery m the mysterious depths of the Pacific Ocean.
It was caught at the Kyuquot whaling station. The
creature '":as a female humpback, and her fimbs
were two m numl}er, each fifty iI\ches long, with
strong bones, well covered with blubber. Ancient
whalers have never seen a whale similar to the
latest capture. It is said that whales have atrophied
legs within their bodies, but they are useless. They
are thought to be hangovers from the day when
whales, li~rn ~dinosaurs, shoved themselves through
the lush Jungles or fought the sabre-toothed tiger
and the great cave bear.
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A. D. T. No. 33
-ORI

THE BOSS OF THE MESSENGER BOYS
By RALPH MORTON

(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER XII. (continued)
Posey the lawyer lived on Greenwich avenue over

a saloon.
You had to go up three flights of stairs.
The first flight' smelled of beer, the second of fried
onions, but when you got on the third it was sauerkraut pure and simple, and up at the top of the
sauerkraut stairs Posey was supposed to live.
A tired looking woman opened the door in response
to Harry's }mock.
"Oh, vas it you vonce again already?" she exclaimed. "He don'd vas in, but I telled him about
yer. He telled me to say to you come on a Vednesday evening and you'll always find him owid, but
he vill be around by de Padrick Glennon Association
Hudson street,. und he viii see you dere. "
"Why, this is Wednesday," saiCl Harry.
"Yah, I know. Dat's vy I say it," replied the
woman. " De Padrick Glennon Association. I dunno
de number, but you vas a messenger poy, und you
can find him, I tink."
"Sure," said Harry. "Much obliged, missus. I
kn ow just where it is. Good-night."
:Mrs. Posenheim closed the door, and shut off some
of the sauerkraut, while Harry and Snick chased
downstairs and stai+ed for the rooms of the Patrick
Glennon Association.
Here Harry went upstairs over another saloon;
while Snick waited around the corner.
After a few minutes 33 joined him with Posey the
l;:-wyer in tow, for the busy little attorney did not
care to talk private business in the club room before
·
'
his political frienas.
And there on the street Harry stated' his case.
Posey the lawyer listened attentively, and then
asked a few snappy questions, very much to the
·
point.
"There is no doubt at all that the girl is being kept
out of her rights," he declared. " We can get at
them for conspiracy. Don't know that we could
hold them on assault and battery, for you seem to
have done most of the assaulting and battering, and
on you about tlie dog. Illegal
they could get back
I
imprisonment. Abduction of a minor . We might hit
'em that way. Oh, yes, I think I ought to be able to
m&ke something out of that c'ase. I'll take it up."
Make something for Lottie Brown or for himself?
·
,
Which did Posey the lawyer mean?
Harry never stopped to give the question a
thou~ht.

He had known the man through t aking him messages. He knew that he was the proper person to
apply to if one happened to be unfortu. ate enough
.
to get {'trrested.
It was generally believed ori lower Sixth avenue
that any legal stunt which , Posey the lawyer could
not do was scarcely worth trying.
"Yes, 33," said Posey. " I'm hep to this business
now. You leave it to me. Look into my office tomorrow about noon.
" I can't do thG>.t, sir," r eplie\} Harry, " I'm on the
day shift now. I can't get off t6 attend to private
business."
"Well, then, come here to-morrow' night at about
this time. Mebbe I'll have something to report."
" Of course, it's understood, sir, that you are takin,g this case on .spec. We have no money, and-"
"Oh, sure !" broke in Posey. " Half! That's
fair."
·
Harry thought so at the moment.
But when he and Snick started up Hudson street
th latter said:
" Say, tirty-tree, how much money did that Semple guy leave behind him?"
"I don't know. They say he was worth millions."
" Say, if it's only two of dem,' continued Snick,
"does de goil get one million and Posey de lawy~r
rake off de oder? Gee! Dat would be a lead-pipe
cinch, and all for spoutin' off a little wind. Gee! "
Viewed in this iight it certainly seemed as if some
ne\v arrangement should be made.
Next evenin~ Harry went around to the Glennon
Association rooms again.
To his amazement and disgust the attitude / of
Posey the lawyer appeared to have undergone a re~
markable change.
He came out into the hall, and taking Harry to
the other end said :
"Look· here, boy, there's nothing in that business for me. There's probably nothing in it anyway. I find that old man Semple left a son who inherits everything. His daughter died unmarried.
That girl has been pumping guff into you."
. Harry indignantly resented this, but the lawyer
would not listen, and went back into the club room.
"Can he have sold me out?" thought A. D. T. 33.
Certainly it looked very much that way.
But the worst part of it to Harry was the fact
that he had to confess at home that Posey, his wonderful lawyer, had turned him down.
Three days passed, and nothing was done.
Harry worked so hard all day that by the time
night came about all he thought of was bed.
"I ' must get hold of another lawyer," he kept
saying, and on the fourth day he got another "jolt,"
and such a hard one that it made him wish that
he had sooner sat up and paid attention.
It hit him when he first entered the candy store
upon his return home.
His mother stood behind the counter.
She had been crying, and she looked scared
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H~rry pondered on this half the night.
"Oh, I'm so glad you have come, Harry," she
seemed. to A. D. T. 3 that inasmuch as the poor
It
trouble
awful
in
are
we
afraid
exclaimed. " I am
not a friend on earth except himse1f and
had
girl
here."
his mother that it was up to him to rescue her.
"What!" cried Harry. " Not Lottie ?"
And the «Boss of the Messenger Boys" turned
"Yes, Lottie. She is gone ! Oh, dear me, and it's
many plans in his active br ain t hat night.
over
child
poor
the
love
to
all my fault, and I had got
The police.
·
like a daughter, too. "
Harry rejected the thought.
"What is it, mother? Speak out!" cried Harry.
He was afraid of being held as a wi'tness and
"Why, it happened this afternoon, " explained the
widow. "I got a telegram saying that my sister, locked up in the, House of Detention.
your aunt over in Brooklyn, was dying, and I must : That might mean the loss of his job.
Mr. Henry.
come right away. So I .t r aveled away out to her
He might confide, in his boss and ask 1 his advice
house, and what do you think! It wa·s all a fake.
aid.
and
never
hadn't
She was as well as usual, and she
finally, aft er a good deal of thought, reHarry
to
says
I
enemies,
.
Lottie's
is
It
sent no telegram.
·
myself right away, and back I comes, expecting to j ected this plan, too.
Mr . Henr y was not the sort of man to attract a
find just what I did find. The dear girl was gone,
and here was the store wide open. Why, thieves boy's confidence.
Mr. Bar tley was just such a man, and in his case
might have run away with the whole stock, but I
would not have hesitated t wo minutes ; but
Harry
is
which
taken,
been
has
anything
that
find
can't
. Mr. Bartley was dead!
.
very strange."
At last A. D. T. 33 fell asleep, and when he awoke
" But how did she go ?" ' demanded Harry, in disseemed to him that it was up to him alone to r en.it
may. " Didn't she leave any · 'fOrd ?"
Lottie help.
der
replied
it,"
of
part
" Why, that's the strangest
first difficulty was to keep his mother qui.et,
The
four
about
that
say
neighbors
The
"
widow.
the
o'clock an ambulance came to the door, and the for she was going straight to t he police.
doctors br ought Lottie out wrapped in a sheet. . But where there is a will t here is a way, and in
They said she was horribly bu.rued, and they were times of need help is pretty sure to come te> us if
.
taking her to a hospita'l. But nobody seems to know we will only do our best.
That mor ning at the office Harry confided his
who called the ambulance. I can't understand it
troubles to Snick, and got his full sympathy, of
at all. "
" But I do !" cried Harry. · " The fake ambulance! course.
It was a stormy day.
The old gag ! It was all a tric~ to get her . I see
Buck Stein and two other boys had reported sick.
away!"
~e
gave
lawyer
the
it now. Posey
There was lots to do in consequence.
No. 33 was kept on the jump all the morning, and
in the afternoon it was just the same. Harry had
intended to ask for the afternoon off, but under the
CHAPTER XIII.
circumstances it was impossible.
As the event proved, it was just as well he stayed
A . ;q. T. 33 Finds a Friend in Need.
at work.
About i;hree o'clock 33 got a downtown ~all.
" Oh, what have I done? ·Why did I ever leave
A man came rushing into the office with a packher?" moaned the Widow darley. "Do you really
think, Harry, that ·Posey the lawyer is at the bot- age of papers to be d~livered to Mr. J. Smith at a
certain office on Wall street.
tom of it?"
The bell rang and it was 33 again. ,
·
so.
said
Harry did think so, and he
It had to be. '
He also said several. othe~ things, all to the effect
Snick was out; so were all the other bo.ys but
that he was going to mak~ thi~gs hot for Posey, but
he afterwards changed his mmd ~hen he came .to two of the more careless and stupid ones, who were
reflect that Posey mjght . make thmgs hot for him never sent out on any important calls.
" Do hurry back, 33," said Mr. Henry. " This. be~or if P?sey the lawyer c?ul? k~ep people from
short-handed is a bad business. First thing I
inb
put
to
power
his
m
it
had
also
he
prison,
to
gomg
know there won't be a boy on the bench. H busithem into prison.
It was a fact well known to the messenger boy ness holds as it has been this week I shall have to
that through_ Posey and his pull mo~e tJ:ian one man put in an application for an incr~ase of force."
Harry promised to lose no time and away he
presumably mnocent had seen the mside of a cell,
'
•
and although these things were only matters of went.
matter
every;day
an
was
it
~·ow, needless to say,
:umor, Harry did not see. anything for him in takSmith."
"J.
some
for
call
a
receive
to
mg chances along these Imes.
But one stern fact remained.
(To be continued.)
Lottie had fallen into the hands of the enemy.
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A FEW
valuables has been concealed outside of Spain, lhe
contents to be left to an only daughter and the American relative.
Should the American r~ply, he later receives a
letter from "the chaplain" stating that the prisoner
is dead and that a certain sum is required to release
the prisoner's baggage, including the mysterious
Fortunately , when the correspond ence
valise.
reaches this point the "'American relative" usually
becomes curious and as a result the Embassy in
Madrid and the consulates througout"" Spain have a
·
flood of correspond ence on the subject.
In other cases, the victim takes the bait without
question and parts with his money, or even worse
still, goes to the .expense ·of traveling to Spain to
pay the required sum to release the valise and claims
, ·
his share of the contents.
In the latter case the swindler is generally brought
t o book, for the Spanish police are on the loo~out.
Recently an American arrived in Madrid with ::t
certified check to claim his share of a prisoner's
BEAR GOT PEPPER
estate. The Spanish police put him in prison until
Jim Cronin of Spokane, a mining man who is in- he could be convinced that he had been the victim
t erested in a gold property in the Babine Mountains of a clever swindler. It took all the eloquence of an
Canada, intends in future to always make sure there American con.s ul to do this and induce the man to
is pepper in his camping outfit. His mine was re- return home.
cently closed down for the winter, but Mr. Cronin
made a belated visit there.
Just as he neared the camp cabin he heard a ter- MUSKRAT IN DANGER OF EXTERMIN ATION.
rible commotion. The .stput log walk shook. The -''The vogue in Jadies' furs· this winter is playing
crash -of the stove fallmg and the clatter of pans havoc with 'John Musquash,' as the muskrat is
and smashing of tables and chairs caused him to known throughout t~e Northwest, and if the demand
approach the place with caution.
for the little animal's pelt continues he will prob3,bly
bear
grizzly
mighty
a
door
the
near
drew
go the way of the great auk, the dodo bird and the
As he
dashed out and darted past him like an avalanche passenger pigeon unless lawmakers take some steps
going over a prec1p1ce. The animal was. holding to save him from exterminat ion," said Adam P. Nayhis mouth open, his eyes shut, and was heading as lor, of Boise, Idaho.
.
nearly as possible for the river:.
"For many years the muskrat ·ranged from the
Mr. Cronin investigated . He found the interior Gulf to the Arctic, and was little molested simply
of the 'Cabin a wreck. Lying on. the floor was an because his pelt was worth only about eight cents.
empty can tl:iat once contained a half pound of red Soon after the outbreak of th.e great war the price
pepper. The bear's teeth marks were plainly visible rose to 55 cents, and now it is worth from $1 to
·
on the opened end.
$3; depending upon the grade. Consequent ly, the
Cronin thinks Bruin first sniffed, then snorted. muskrat is now being. killed by the wholesale. Anyand as a result filled lungs and mouth and eyes with body who knows how. to ttap can make big money,
the fiery powder, after which he sought madly to and many have gone into the game. Schoolboys
escape.
have taken it up and are learning how to snare the
wary muskrat. The coyote and even the polecat
GAIN
A
.
UP
are objects of the trappers, but the muskrat is a
BOBBING
"
"SPANISH SWINDLE
special object because his skin is transforme d into
again.
1'he "Spanish Swindle" has shown its head
is known as 'Hudson seal,' which brings a high
what
a
from
letters
with
inundated
America has been
demand
" dying prisoner, persecuted by political enemjes, price when made into a lady's coat. The
the big
of
most
because
increased,
has
pelts
the
for
only able tct communica te with the outside world
some
If
off.
killed
been
have
animals
bearing
fur
The
through the kindness of a prison chaplain."
animals
smaller
these
protect
to
taken
not
are
steps
pere
th
with
relationship
claims
writer of t he letter
day.
son addressed and explains that a valise containing we will ·witness their extinction at no distant

AVIATOR DOWNED BY GREAT VULTURE
Lieut. Etienne Poulet, the Frenchman who was
beaten in the Paris-_\ust ralia air race by Capt. Ross
Smith, is safe at Mountain Burma, following a battle in the ai1: with a huge vulture, which broke a propeller of his machine and forced him to land on a
·
small plateau in the mountains.
Decemon
Siam,
Lieut. Poulet, who left Bangkok,
ber 6, two hours after Capt. Smith, in relating his
experience said he notice·d the vulture while flying
at an altitude of 1,000 feet over mountain peaks in
Siam, about 100 miles east of Moulmain. The huge
bi ·d, he said circled for a time over the aircraft,
which w::i.~ m~king little ~peed because of" weather
conditions, then dived straight downward, striking
and "hattering the right propeller. Discoverin g it
would be imuossible to continue the journey, Lieut.
Poulet search2d the mountain tops for half an hour
before a suitable landing p1ace could be found. He
mooe his own repairs and continued to thi~ city.
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of 20,000 American soldiers buried in France, according to an Associated Press dispatch of Jan 3,
from Paris. The bodies to be removed, as has been
stated, are those buried in cemeteries outside the
zone of the armies and do not include those gathered
into American cerrfoteries in the arrny zones. These
20,000 soldiers' bodies are buried in 600 cemeteries
the largest two of which are at Brest, where there
are about 5,500 graves of men who died of influenza
at Brest and on tronsports. Other large cemeteries
outside the army zone arc situated at Bordeaux,
Nantes, St. Nazaire, Touts, Le Mans and other big
service of supply centers. It probably will be a year
before the removal of these bodies begins, as the
plan is first to remove to the United States the bodies of about 1,000 American soldiers buried in Germany about 200 of whom died in prison camps,
the remainder died while serving with the Army of
RAT BITES WOMAN
Occupation. There are 500 American graves in
Mrs. Reba Chernos, sixty~eight years old, of No. Coblenz alone.
11 Essex Str eet, New York, rolled over o.ri a rat
in her sleep the other day and the rat bit her on
the thigh.
A KITCHEN STILL
Her screams aroused the family and their cries
In Colonel Porter's office, New York, there is a
awakened ~he house. Policeman Reynolds of thr small one-gallon still, laboratory size, which is sold
Clinton Street Station ran over and when he ascer- for $6. A printed notice pasted on the top warns
tained the cause of the commotion called an ambu- that it is illegal to distil) alcohol in the contrivance,
lance from Gouverneu r Hospital.
and thus, very deftly, conveys the information that
After the wound had been cauterized and dressed it will make booze. Col'onel Porter says it is perMrs. Chernos said she awoke just in time to see the fectly legal to buy such an outfit and just as legal
rat disappear through a hob in a or:aer and that to sell it. Only don't let any of his men sneak up
it was a whopper.
on your fire escape while you are cooking a mash
in it on the kitchen gas stove. Tax on alcohol is paid on "proof gallons." BeverSPARROWS OVERRUN CITY
.
deage into fifty gallon barrels at nearly double strength
Nov. 21, many years ago, the City Council
or about 190 proof. If the owner dilutes this until
Louisville,
to
sparrow
cide,d to bring the English
he has about. three barrels registering about 60 or
caterdestructive
a
of
bushes
and
trees
~., to rid
pillar. Now Louisville has a sparrow population 65 proof each the tax is the same as · for the one
barrel. To test the alcoholic strength of liquors and
reckoned equal to the hurrian population.
beto detect the presence of alcohol in a fluid the
were
also
city
the
of
tre~s
the
Sixty-five years ago
ts agents are now provided with a queer
to
had
governmen
Something
caterpillar.
a
by
destroyed
ing
be done, and several councilmen communica ted with sa ophone and registers alcohol as a thermomet er
other cities. Frorp Boston came word that England registers heat.
There is one other loophole that has been employed
had sent a remedy in a small gray bird and that
those who are trying to def eat prohibition , and
by
was
purchase
The
$100.
for
had
be
50 pairs could
that is the section of the law that permits the promade after heated discussion.
An opinion was expressed then that probably the duction and sale of wines for sacramenta l purposes
remedy would be worse than the disease and that the in churches.
Sixteen or eighteen gallons of wine for a period
city would have to eventually reckon on saving the
of six months ·is considered a fair allowance for the
municipalit y from the English bird.
average church for such purposes, but one prohibition enforcing officer said a few days ago that h
FRANCE GRANTS PERMISSI ON TO REMOVE Greater New York permits had been G~<~d with fr_~
various collectors in such numbers as to indicate th r~
SOLDIER DEAD
The French governmen t has granted permission some pastors are stocking up with wine sufficient
for the removal to the United States of the bodies to last until the millennium

. TOKIO WAGES .84 CENTS
T~e average daily wage in Tokio is 84 cents. The
Tok10. Ch~mber of Commerce has completed an exhaustive rnvestigatio n into the wao-e question: and
states that the average wage of each of the seventeen
classes of workers is as follows :
Foreign tailors (cutters), $1.25 ; stone masons
$1.12 1/i; painters, sawyers, masons each $1 · carpen~
cents·
ters (with food), joiners and fitte~·s each
sackmakers , tilers, other roofers ~nd coolies, 80
cents; foreign tailors · (seamsters ), 75 cents; nurserymen, 65 cents; compositors, 621h cents; weavers,
,60 cents, and matting makers, with food, 55 cents.
Monthly wages, tailors (Japanese, with food),
$15.75; men servants (with food) $6.50; maid servants (with food), $3.
0
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"For the first time in my life I was nervous about
my journey.
/
"A bad-looking fell ow had seemed to watch me
at the bankdoor, and now I saw him again peeping
in at the window of the stable office.
By D. W. Stevens.
"A mere coincidence, perhaps, but I. was going
It was in a car, on the Hudson River road that I on a lonely journey, with money enough to tempt
.
heard a gentleman, who sat near me, tell this story to any robber.
"To be sure; I was armed, and an arnied man,
a companion, and, from the way he tolq it, I believe
with a horse· and sleigh, need not fear any footpad;
it to be true:
I felt nervous.
yet
I
one-and-twenty
of
man
"When I was a young
'Your sleigh is ready,' said a man, opening the
"
Harwell,
Peter
Mr.
uncle,
my
of
employ
the
was in
door.
who had a large factory.
"I arose, tbok my saddle-biJ.gs, and buttoned my
"I managed his accounts, bought stock and was
coat.
included
paymaster
being
this
his paymaster, and
"How cold it was, and how deep the snow was
another duty.
" The factor.y was in a lonely place, miles distant .already; and it was still snowing furiously.
"I looked at my watch; it was an hour later than
from any other town or village, and there was no
~Y usual time for starting; the hands would be kept
bank there.
"Once a week I rode to the .town to draw the money waiting.
."I{owever, that could not be helped.
for the wages of the hands.
" Though their earnings were not individually · "I jumped into the sleigh, and away I drove.
" The town soon lay Mhind me, and I came to the
great, the whole amount was never less than two
building that would greet my sight before I
last
thousand dollars.
roof of the factory.
the
saw
in
partly
and
bank-notes
small
in
"This, partly
"It was an old stone church, which stood in the
silver, I carried in a pair of saddle-bags before me
midst of its moss-growing gravestones on the very
,
on my horse.
"I always rode armed, and I never felt any fear outskirts of the scattereing suburbs of the town,
and beside it I saw, leaning over the fence, a feeblewhatever.
looking old woman, in the big cloak and stiff hood
counthe
of
part
our
in
known
not
were
'· Robbers
try, and I generally had a companion on my way which ancl.ent Hibernian dames affect, who was not
home in the person of my uncle's brother-in-law, only shaking her head, but moaning piteously, and
who was too wretched an object to be passed without
who often ·came to spend· Sunday with us.
.
"I Etar ted from home at nine o'clock in the morn- notice by any humane person.
I called, reining
lady?"
old
matter,
the
is
What
"
ing, a~d was always in the factory at five, ready to
yourself?'
hurt
you
'Have
horse.
my
in
hands.
pay off the
" 'Is it hurt myself, did you say?' cried the old
"It vrns on the tenth of December that l left home
one morning, with every expectation of returning woman, in a queer, hoarse falsetto. 'Och, but indade
I have, thin. My ankle is sprained, an<i not a step
as usual.
I able to take, and me son's house is in the next
am
'·The sky was white with coming snow, but I never
and not a penny have I got to pay a wagon,
town,
came,
storm
a
if
besides,
thought;
gave that a second
I could hire a sleigh in the town to which I was barrin', by ,Heaven's grace, 1 a good gentleman like
you would take n:ie.'
going, and return that way.
" I did not particularly fancy the old woman, nor
· "Snow did fall even before I reached the bank,
and by' the time I had had my dinner, the roads esteem it a privilege to have her company, and I
shrewdly suspected that she had not hurt her foot;
·
were covered with it.
but even without that I was not hardhearted enough
found
and
usual,
as
relative,
our
on
had called
him so occupied with business as to be unable to to leave an old creature like that to make her way
leave the town; moreover, my horse had suddenly through the snow when I was going to the very place
she mentioned.
fallen lame.
" I am afraid I said, 'Climb in, then,' rather unin
him
'•There was nothing for it but to leave
but I said it, and in a moment more she
graciously
sleigh.
and
horse
both
good care, and hire
"I had some difficulty in obtaining what I wanted, was by my side.
" Truth to tell, strange doubts were beginning to
and having done so, waited while everything was
being made ready in the little office of the livery-. creep into my mind.
stable, with a newspaper to while away the mo- \'The figure beside me was very large for that of
an old woman.
ments of preparation.
"It no longer stooped so much as it did.
very
room
the
and
slow,
very
were
men
" The
"The kerchief about the face seemed to be worn
warm.
"I leaned back against the wall and fell into a for purpose of concealment.
" The longer I looked the more suspicious I grew,
dreamy sort of condition; yet not a pleasant one.
A PHANTOM OF THE BRAIN.
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and at last, in an in.cautious moment, a hand pro- of the cyclamen were a specific for ailments of the
ear and so on. " A hair of a dog that bit him " was
truded from under the cape of the cloak.
"It was strong, large, dar k, and hairy; no old a proverbial prevention of hydrophobia.
For ages a raw potato or horsechestnut carried
woman ever had such a hand. ·
" The person beside m~ was a man in disguise, in the pocket was held to be a great paliative, if not
a complete cure, for rheumatism, and, indeed, even
and one who knew my errand and what I carried.
to this day there are not a few who believe in it
to
"Doubtless he was armed, and it duly remained
be decided whether he would prefer to kill me or to and who gravely talk of the power of the tuber or
the nut to .absorb uric acid or other poison. A bit
leave me on the road.
or the horn of a narwhal was long highly esteemed
" I was small and slight.
" I hat! no hope of master ing him save by strata- as a talisman of health. In comparatively recent
gem, and I could take no false step than to betray days common angle worms were an important item
in. the :materia m~dica of superstitious laymen.
my knowledge of the truth.
Sometimes they were to be made into a broth or
"Meanwhile I was on my guard.
syrup for internal use, but more generally t hey were
"I felt for my :pistols, and found them safe.
used externally. The familiar recipe was to fill a
"The moment had come.
pint bottle with angle worms, cork and seal it and
thick
a
through
ran
which
path
a
entered
had
"We
bury it in the ground for three weeks. At the end
wood.
of that time the contents of the bottle would be a
" There was no need of further tlisguise.
"I confess it was with horror that I saw my ~om- liniment of ma:i;vellous powers for the cure of .parapanion move, and cast from his head the hood and lysis. Ther e can be no question of · its powers,
though its curative property may be doubled. Howkerchief which hap hidden it.
" In a moment more the cloak was cast' off, and a ever, if everything could rouse a paralytic to action,
it would be such a mess as the bottle was found to
hand of iron grasped my throat.
contain.
"I struggled in vain.
A popular cure for jaundice was a liver spider,
I"I could not use my weapons.
"'Wake up!' cried a voice in my ear. : wake up! which was rolled up the heart of a small ball '
of bu~ter and swallowed. ' Snakes, especially the
Here! I say! What is the matter?'
viper, were greatly used as viper broth, viper stew
" I stared about me.
dried and pulverized viper. Most abominable
and
were
"Two hands were on my shoulder, but they
of all, however, was the use of parts of dead hull(an '
the hands of the man at ·the livery-stable.
"I had fallen asleep, and had a dream or a night- bodies. It was long believed that the skull of a
mare, and I cannot say I was ever more pleased to criminal who had been hanged, ground into powder and steeped in spirits, was possessed of extrabe awakened.
curative potency, and it is a matter of
ordinary
injumped
saddle-bags,
"! shook myself, took my
to the sleigh that awaited me, and reached home historic record that King Charles II. of England
once swallowed twenty-five drops of the mixture
I
without adventure."
for an attack of apoplexy, an unnamed wretch
••
••
hanged at Tayburn providing the skull. When the
body of a criminal was for a long time exposed upon
QUEER REMEDIES OF THE PAST
T~ose who criticize the prevalence of "patent a giblet there grew upon its skull a hideous sort of
medicines ' of various 'compositions in these days fungus and this, made into an ointment, was regardshould be interested in recalling the quaint nost: ed as a sovereign cure for epilepsy.
With all these strange and repulsive practices
rums of the past, which, if they did not outnumber
was a far greater medical and surgical knowlthere
inin
them
surpassed
far
least
at
to-day
of
those
genuity of composition. For example, there was edge in olden times than we are apt to suppose.
dried . toad, which was reputed to be . an unfailing There were some· time ago· unearthed at Kolophon,
cure for fever. Those of squeamish palates will in Greece, ·surgical implements at least two thoube relieved to know that it was, happily, for external sand y'ears old, which included forceps for removapplication only, being placed in the armpit of the ing polypus and implements for trepanning skulls
fever patient. Dried and powdered fox lung was, and for raising crushed in portions of skul,J.
But perhaps the most impressive fact of record
however, for internal administration and was held
disease in ancient time is found in the
!,!Oncerriing
troubles.
throat
t o be a certain remedy for lung and
In this latter, as in various old time remedies, Bible, in the First Book of Samuel, wher e we are
t here is to be perceived a foreshadowing of the great told that the land of the Philistines was overrun
principles of therapeutics of the present day -which with a plague of r ats or mice and that ther eupon
we owe to Louis Pasteur. It really dates back to the people were smitten with bubonic pla~ue to punP araclaus with his "doctrine of signatures." Thus ish them for their seizure of the Ark of the Covedried and powdered fox lungs were good for lung nant. Thousands of years later our modern science
troubles, the heart of an ox or other animal was discovered that rab; .are the chief disseminators of
. good for cardiac complaints, the ear-shaped leaves that pestilence.-N. Y. Herald •
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are performing requires the .very highest order of
proficiency in seamanship and maneuverin g, and
their work ha& invariably merited unstinted prai. e
and commendat ion from high ranking officers who
have grown old and gray in the Service. Two-thirds
of the total number of pilQts are master mariners,
holding U. S. licenses, qualified and authorized to
command and navigate American ships to and from
any part of the world, which involved years of technical training, experience -and slow promotion in
pre-war . days--and, of necessity, a thoroug'h study
and knowledge of the science of navigation. Over
one-third are officers with commissioned ranks in
U. S. Naval Reserve Force, so· classified prior to active war service by examining boards composed of
otficers of the regular Service. In the local administration the three best paying positions connected
with shipping ar~ by law designated to be filled by
naval officers. Two of these positions have, throughout the war, been filled by men from the ranks of
the pilots."

The U. S. hospitaf ship Relief was launched at the
navy yar'd, Philadelphi a, Pa., Dec. 23, 1919, and
was christened by Mrs. William C. Braisted, wife of
Surgeon General ::Braisted, U . S. N. The vessel is
splendidly equipped and carries 500 beds, with complete operating rooms and field hospital equipment.
She is divided into wards, where various diseases
can be segregated. She is of 10,000 tons displaicement and is 483 feet long, and has a speed of sixteen
knots. Congress appropriate d $3,250,000 fo1· the
'•
· ship.
Two hundred and forty-five thousand pairs of gymnasium shoes have been ordered by the Quartermas ter General for the use of the Army. · These shoes
are made from chrome leather, for which there is
no great demand at the present tirue. The price of
these shoes has averaged about $3.50 per pair. Although the shoe is of a very strong and hardy structure, it' is flexible and most useful for either indoor
or outdoor athletic or gymnasium work, as well as
being an excellent rest shoe for the men to wear in
the barracks and posts.
)

An ingenious professor of mathematic s has figured out that one cent, invested at the beginning
of the Christian Era 1,919 years ago, at a rate
of interest equa l to the governmen t Liberty bonds,
that is, four and one-quarter per cent with interest
compounde d to date, would make 100;000 blocks of
solid gold, each the weight of the earth. The earth
weighs weighs six and twenty-one ciphers tons. B'ut
the one cent, with its accumulatio ns reduced to a
minimum weight in gold at the rate of $20 in the
ounce, wou!<l, he says, make 100,000 planets of the
earth's 'n~ i~· ht. The moral is: Save the pennies!

GRINS

-

AND

CHUCKLES

First DoHor-I hear your practise is becoming
very small. Second Docto1·-Yes ; I am getting out
of patients-.
"How did Bluffer so easily win Miss Goldbag's
heart?" "He sent her twenty-two roses on her thirtieth birthday."
ShopmanIrishman-G imme three cigars.
Strong or mild? Irishma:n-=-Gimme me the strong
hotel she said: 'That's just Ilike papa!'"
"Do you call this a pint?" asked the sharp servant
girl of the milkman. "Yes." "Well, it won't do.
When we want condensed milk we'll buy it at the
grocer's."
"I reckon you didn't think of your poor old dad all
the while you were away." "Yes, we did, dad. When
ma heard a man grumbling about his meals at the
hotel she said: "That's ju~t like papa!"
"Oh, yes," said the pilot of the river steamboat. "I
have been piloting boats up and' down this i·iver so
long that I know where every su.bmerged rack and
stump is." Just- thE:)n the bo~t struck a rock '•ith a
jar. "There; that's one of them, now," he concluded.

Jack and Bob were out for a day's fishing last summer. They had been sitting very patiently by the
side of the l'iver for nearl.y four hours without making a capture, when suddenly Jack cried out: "Bob,
I've got a bite." "What is it'?" cried Bob, in excite""
Of the pilots employed in tlie Panama Canal Zone ment. "A trout 't" "No,"J replied Jack. "lt's a
a correspond ent there writes: "The work the pilots wasp."

I
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
EXPECTS BIG SNOWS
1
The goose was presented to Smith in April, 1891,
W. F. Cantner of Fr~eland, Pa., who has a local when she was a gosling with three brothers and sisreputation as a weather prophet, has predicted heavy ters. One of the later graced a Christmas table at
snows for January and Februi'try, basing his prog- the age of two years and the others died. TM Jongnostications ·on conditions in his lpmber tracts in lived goose was a pet in the neighborhood and had
the' Oley Valley, where he says he found hornets' free access to all premises.
nests high up on the trees and squirrels and chipmunks well stocked with food for the winter.
NAVAL STATIONS, YARDS AND HOSPITALS
VALUES FINGER NAIL AT $5,000.
United States Navy yards, stations, hospitals, etc., ·
Five thousand dollars for a finger nail was the are located as follows :
amount asked by I. Kreiner in a suit filed in Dis- · Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
trict Court against 0. E. Norman of Minneapolis,
Navy Aeronautic Station, Fensacola,. Fla.
Minn. Higher damages than $5,000 have been
Naval Coal Depot, Narragansett Bay, Melville,
asked for injured digits by pianists and others R. I.
whose livelihood depends upon the deftness of their
Naval j Coal Depot, Fr~chman's Bay, Ellsworth,
fingers, but the figure asked by Kreiner was thought Me.
to set a new mark in valuation for ordinary finger
Na val Coal Depot, New London, Conn.
nails. Kreiner says Norman asked him to put a
Na val Coal Depot, San Diego, Cal.
block under his automobile, and that while he was
Naval Coal Depot, Tiburon, Cal.
attempting to do so the car slipped back and inNaval Home, Philadelphia, Pa.
jured his hand so severely that the nail on his foreNaval Hospital, Las Animas, Col.
finger came off.
Naval Hospital, Yokohama, Japa:n.
· Naval Proving Ground, Indian Head, Md.
SCREENED SEA-SHELLS FOR CHICKEN
Guam, Mariana Islands Pacific Station, via San
'
SCRATCH
Francisco, Cal.
The small ocean-beach town of Wilmington, CaliGuantanamo, Cttba; Bagley, Cuba.
.
fornia, near Los Angeles, is virtually buili:4upon sand
Cavite, P. I.; Cavite, P. I., Asiatic Station, via San
.r.
-1me
ocean sand and broken sea-shells. Years ago -,.rancisco, Cal.
the site was no doubt covered by the sea, but the
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii; Pacific Station, via
waves gradual:y built up an ever-widening embank- ) an Francisco, Cal.
ment of the sand and the shells and thus the water
Key West; Fla.; Key West, Fla.
was everlastingly forced to ."give ground," As a
Narragansett Bay, R. I.; Newport, R. I.
result, many acres of this mixed deposit have peen
New London; Conn.; New London, Conn .
left high and dry, s1Jreading back some two or three
New Orleans, La.; New Orleans, La.
miles from the present beach, and over which the . Olongapo, P: I.; Olongapo, P. I.; Asiatic Station,
buildings and the small town are now scattered.
via San Francisco, Cal.
In the last few years this shell-laden sand has
Port .Royal, S. G.; Port Royal, S. C.
..
given 1·ise to a considerable and rather unusual in-1 . Tut~i~a, Samoa, ~ago Pago, Samoa, Pacific Stadustry. It was found that the broken shell would hon, via San Francisco, Cal.
be easily screened from the sand, an!f that the bits
Naval Training Stations
of shell made excellent "chicken scratch.'!
Great'Lakes, North Chicago, Ill.
Newport, Newport, R. I.
San Francisco, San Francisco, Cal.
t
AGED GOOSE DIES.
St. Helena, Portsmouth, Va.
Lehigh Vouty's oldest goose, a .bird with a history,
Navy Yards.
is dead, aged twenty-eight years and seven months.
Boston Navy Yards, Boston, Mass.
She was the property of Samuel Smith, a farmer of
Charleston Navy Yards, Charleston, S. C.
WelsQnburg Township. Before her last illness she
Mare Island ~avy Yards, Callejo, Cal.
never was sick a .day, ana was stri,cken only twelve
Brooklyn Navy Yards, Brooklyn, N. Y.
hours before she died.
Norfolk Navy -Yards, Portsmouth, Va.
She met with an accident when she was four
Philadelphia Navy Yards, Philadelphia, Pa.
years old, when a horse trod on her and brokQ a leg.
Portsmouth Navy Yards, Portsmouth, ·N. H.
The fractured member was put. in splints, however,
Puget Sound Navy Yards, Bremerton, Wash.
and healed nicely, aithough the accident left her
Washington Navy Yards, Washington, D. C.
slightly lame.
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GOOD READING
SNAKES CHASE VICTIMS
The hamadryad, otherwise the king cobra, are
among the dreaded of their kind. Measuring up to
twelve feet in length, they possess a deadly poison
in their fangs, and an alarming turn of speed. It
is said of them, also, that they are the only snakes
that will attack a human being on sight, chasing him
for miles, until either snake or man is exhausted.
This occurs only when some hapless wanderer
· trespasses too cl6se to the female's nest.
RIVER EATING AW A Y TOWN
Baggs, Wyoming, a town of 200 souls is doomed
to extinction unless the Snake River ceases its periodical rampages. The river is steadily and rapidly
eating its way into the bank on . which the town is
built, and-in its frequent overflows is forming a new
bed that leads to the northern part of the village.
It is probable if the Snake follows its new course in
the spring floods that the bridge now crossing the
river here will be left high and dry and the town
itself entirely inundated.
OFFICE BOY SOLVES PROBLEM.
Here is a problem in higher 'mathematics which
arrived in the mails the other morning for elucidation by the editor of The Evening World:
" In a saloon, in one room are ten men, five each
at a table. Each man orders a round of drinks, all
taking beer. Each round costs 25 cents, amounting
to $1.25 per table or $2.50. in all. In another room
are t en men, four at one table and. six at another.

Each man likewise · orders a round of beers. , Four
men pay 20 cents a round, amounting to 80 cents
for their table. Six men paying 30 cents a round
pay in all $1.80.
"Now, remember, there are ten men in each room
and each man has and pays for a drink. 1 The bartender collects $2.50 in one room and $2.60 in the
other. Where does the extra 10 cents ,come in?"
The office boy saw this letter first and had it figured out-in a jiffy.
At the tables whe1,e the five men sat fifty glasses
of beer were consumed, twenty-five at each table,
amounting to $2.50. At the table where the four
men sat sixteen glasses Of beer were consumed in the
fs}ur rounds and at the table of six, a round for each
man makes thirty-six glasses or fifty-two ~n all. The
extra dime is for the two more glasses of beer which
were drunk in the second room. See?
It's easy!
But the eyes of the• office will be on that office
boy from now on.

SC ·E NARIOS
~y

HOW TO
WRITE THEM
Price 3!> Cent

JAMES P. COGAN

Per Copy

This book)contains all tbe most recent changes in the method or
constructfon and submission of scena rios. Sixty Lesson s, cove ring every pha se or scenar io writing, fr om the most elemental
to the most advanced prin ciples. Thi s tr c atl ~e cove rs everything a person must know in order to make money as a successrul scenario write r. For sale by all News- dealers and
Book-Sto~es. · It you cannob procure a co py, sen d us the price,
35 cents, ID money or posta ge stamps, and ,..e '\Vlll mail you one,
.
postage fr ee. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

,.

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE'' "Movine Picture Stories''
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famous Artists-Fine Presswork
, It contains exciting and myste rious det ective s tories, sketch es.
novekttes. seria ls and a large amount of other interesting matter.
Order a copy from this list.
No.
~O

H
{2
i3
44
i5
46

LA.TEST ISSUES 11.· o.

TUE MASKED Ml"STE:rtY.
'11.r Police Ser&'eaot Kell]'.
THE llL:A.CK SOUL, by
Beulah Poy•ter.
SANC'l'UA HY, by William
Hamilton Osborne.
'l'HE MYSTERY OF THE
b7
SHADOWS.
SEVEN
Charles F. Oursler.
THE SlGN OF THE DRAGON, by C. Martin Eddy,
Jr.
"THE MAGIC OF DETEC·
TIVE WOO FANG," bJ
Frank Wllltfield.
THE DECOL by Willlam
Hamilton Osborne.

47 THE HOUSF. WITH 30
STEPS. by lta.Jph D. Porter.
CLO CK
TH.ll:
48 WHEN
STHUCK 13, by Dr. Harry
·
Enton.
49 A PIECE OF BLOTTING
PAPER, by Dorothy Weber.
s·r ERY,. by
$200 000
0 T
MY
·
HE
5
Ethel RoseIUDn.
51 "THE CASE OF DOCTOR
BRICE," by Mary R. P.
Hatch .
52 "THE PHANTOM MOTOR,"
by Laura Re id Montgomery.
by
53 · "THE BLACKJACK,"
William Ham11ton Osborne.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 54 is
"THE WHISPERING HEAD," by Charles F. Oursler
.FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 W. 23d St., New York Clty.

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Players
PRICE

SEVEN

CENTS

PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cover Portrait•
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
,
Each number contains Five Stories of the Best Films on the
Screens-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Pla:rs-Interestin"
Articles About Prominent P eople in the Films-Doings oC
Actors and Actresses in the Studios and While Plcture-niakinKLes sons in Scenario Writing.
THIS

LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU l\IORE FOR YOUR
MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SlllllLAB PUB•
LICATION ON THE MARKET!

Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its
profuse illustrations are exquisite, and its special itrticles are b7
the greatest experts in their particular line.
Buy a cop'y Now from your newsdealer, or send us 7 cents ln
money or postaKe stamps, and we will mall yoi> any number
you desire.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pab., 166 W. 23d St., New York City

!'14!t.~g!'!!!t Wanted_

the new W.nr:•r .. Motorbike" completely equipped with electric light
and horn. carrier, stand, tool tank..
coaster-brake. mud "uards and antiakid tires. Choice of 44 other

:::!:~1Rc:!«;!r•~l~n:i~f8bf~c\~:. fa-

DELIVERED FREE on approval

At My House-To-night

and 30 DAYS TRIAL.

EASY PAYMt:NTS it deoiTed at a
am.all adTance over our Reaula.r Fae·
tory-to-Rider eaab prices.

TIRES ~~~lr~es.

8

509000 Boys Made Happy

~~n3. p~e~1:;

Read These Letters
Fram Happy Bays:

all bic:rclea-at half n"ual prices.
SEND NO MONEY

but tell us

exactly whet you need. Do not buy until you
aet ourpricee, terms and the bia- FREEcataloa.

M EA D
- --

-

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept. Sl88 CHICAGO

Shows Clear Pictures
I bave been \'t!ry slow In send·
In& you a.n snswer. I recet ved
my 1'iovlng Picture Machine a
ru• weeks 2go aod I think ft ts

Calendars for 1920

~u~:~~1ea~n~!~ ~o;~u ~1E Yt
1

1

y.·ould. I am very proud or It.

I tbank you very much tor lt

and I am glad to have It. I
(:&\·e an entertainment two

~a.rs after I
I~ amontas- ne,

got It. Leot>Old
54 Summer Ave.,
Central Fall3, R. I.

Bold His fo,. $10.00
•nd Ol'derad Another
Some ti me a.co I
your Machines and
much plcn.scd with

got one of
/ I am very
lt.
After

working ft ror about a month I
eold tt for $10.00 to a friend or

mh1e. He has It and entertains
bts family nightly. I hav e now
d ecided to ~l:!t another one of

l:ii1:'re~a~i~g~n. N . nZ.:~~hael

Would Not Give Away
fol' $25.0tJ

.~fy M ovlng Picture ~achloe
ls a &ood one anU I w Id not
give tt away tor $25.0 . It's
the best machine I ever bad and
I wlsh everybody could have

one. Addle Breeky, Jeaneavllle,
Pa. Box 3~.

ARaal

Bettel' Than a $12.00
M•chlno

Moving
Picture
Shaw In
Your Own Home

I am·stow about turn ing In my

~~~~~r~ ~lciYnebl1at arnY;f:b0t~ 1 ni

bavc bad It a Jone time and it

has not been broken yet. I
have seen a S12.00 Machine but
would not ew&D mine ror lt.
R obert Lln~berry. care
or Revolution 8tore,

Remember, this Is a Genuine
l\lovlui: Picture Machine and the

Learn to throw your voice into a trunk,
under the bed or anywhere. Lots of FUN
fooling the Teacher, Policeman or Friends.

THE VENTRrLO

A little instrume nt that fits in the mouth out
of sight used in conjunction with above for
bird calls, etc. Anyone can use it. NEVER
FAJI,S. A 32-pave book on Ventriloquism sent
with the Ventrilo for IOc (coin) and ~c
postage.
Also large catalogue of tricks.
ROY NOV. CO., Box 79, South Norwalk, Coon.
bO &111 l.11tt. · 'l'ranavaal. Turkey, Brazil, Peru.Cuba, Me:s:: .t
Ceylon, Java. etc. and Album 10c. 1000 ~lnel)' Mixea
4Dc. 60diff. U. S . 2sc. 1000 hine-est:loc • .Azts. wtd. 60_jMir

re.rilian~sl~!~.·st! rgr.1~~MPC::

• Stesman, 6970 Cote

Greeuboro. N. C.

motion pictures are clear. &harp and
distinct.
The Moving Picture Machine
finely constructed, and carefully put
gether by skilled workmen.
It i1 made of
Russian Metai, baa a beautiful finish, and is
operated bv a fi!le)y constructed mechanism, consist·
ing of an eh~:ht wheel movement, etc.
Tbe projecting
lenses are carefnl!y ground and adjusted, triple polished,
stand94i? double extra reflector, throwing "ray of light
many feet, and enlarKine the picture on tbe acreen up
to three or four feet in area. The liitht is produced by
a safety carbide generator, euob as ie u~ on the larg·
est automobiles. Thia throws a dazelinit white licht of
500 candle-power on the aoreen.
It is not a toy; it is a aolidl)' constru~ted and durable
Movintt Picture Machine. The niechp.nism is e•ceed·
in11ly simple and is readily opera.tea by the most inexp~rienoed.
The_ picturea shown by this marvelou9
Moving Picture Machine are not the common, crude
and lifeless Magic Lantern variety, but are life-like photographic reproductions of actual 1cenes, places and_ people,
which never tire its audiences. This Movinir Picture Machine
bas caused a rousing enthusiasm wherever it 15· used.
This Movinir Picture Machine which I want to send
you FREE, itives clear and life-like M0Yi111 P ictures as are
shown at any re1ular J\1ovin1 Picture 1bow. It fla•h•1
movinit picture1 on the aheet before you. This Machine
and "Box of Film are FREE-at...olutely free to every boy In this land who wants to write for
nn Outfit, free to 1irls and free to older people.
Read MY OFFER below, which 1how1 you
how to 1et this Marveloui Machine.

How You Can Get This Great Moving Picture
Machine-Read My Wonderful Offer to 'You

A new illustrated book in 42 chap
ten.Tells toe provocation that led
11p to the most daring gun fight on
recor<!Jwhere they shoot the Judge
Sherin, States attorney, S Jurors,
and 8 othert In the Hillsville Court
Room, All crimes have a woman
back of It, and BOYS. this one Is
.I
worth reading. Lari!"• boun!. .-book
- -~ - - In plain wrapper for TEN Cents.
ROY AL BOOK CO. Dept 67 So. Nonwnlk. Coma.

HERE IS what you are to do in order to 1et th· amazing Movin1 Picture Machine a1id the real
Movin1 Piotures: Send your name and addreos-that is all. Write name and address very plainly.
Mail tl>-d&y. As soon as I receive it I will mail you 20 of the most beautiful premium pictures you
ever ~W-11 brilliant and 1bimmering colors. These pictures are printed in ma~ colors and
amoni: eh• titles are such subjects as "Bel•JJ Ro., Making the First A morican Flaa"-" Washington at
HorM,"-"Ba.ulc of Lake Erie," eU;. I want you to distribute these premium ictures on a special
3()-cent offer amonit the people you know. When you
~
have distributed the 20 premium pictures on my liberal
ofter you will have collected $6.00. Send the
16 .00 to me and I will immediately send you
·
•
•
FREE the Moving Picture Machine with com• . .
Good for Mov1n11 Picture Offer
plete Outfit and the Box of Film.
Simply cut out this Free Coupon,
St.tit of these machtae• ba1'e m•d•
ptn St to a sheet or paper, mn.11 to me
!1,011 bo;n happy. Aaaw•r at once.
wltb your name and a.ddress written
Be the ftnt tn your town to &et oae.
plainly. and I wm 1end you tbe 20
M. CROFTON, S.Cy.,
Plctureo at once. Addr..,.
815 W. 43d Street, Dept. 521, New Yerk
M. CROFTON, Secy.,
,.,,,,.,,,..
615 w. 43d s~ Depl521, I New Y..t

I

S F.

PLEASE
US£
COUPON

ree

C

oupo11

BE W E LL AND KEEP WELL
T.h~ROCHE

Electric Hygienic' Mac iJ~e

30 D aya' Trial. Don• t Be a Dead Ona at Pifty

Sbouldbo'in

BYeryfiome
l&

itl Ct HS&a blo")d

Pal•lto•,oOro•<!l!l·

::v:~ ~:~~·::,~

'8 IJ1• !ile•JIHs.

Th• Vl9 oro1i11a

\

Ma~

or

Weman la L.&31d.,.

of 4H .

You cauuotrenhze"the bene·
Ms dcrl•ed from thlt machine
tXC\EP\ yQu trv H. One t~t-

~~~:o~ji'~~v=l~r!.of ·~

y ou aro a su!ie.rerof paralysis,
l <>c.oHIOtM &taxi..,

Y· 1•t1ao.

hevinc:1es, nCUKl.l&kl., net·
• ouaneK, veueral or se11;ual
waakuess, 4PC1>!ex-\'. ne\JJ'Jtis,

r llmJ.miu.i.s11•, srou!,lumbaeoo.r
htudt:n ii:u: arteries, be sure
to i • veltiit~ thi~ ma<:hl.u.e.
T • k u tbc pl.I.cc of exerc.ile.
G1Yc ffllll' ~utde.1 ti.rm elasUcity; be nedtberlat uor \hie.

NOlOM41!-l&E

10UR WEIGHT
D o Y•u re:t.lh:e
what t hi6 tnilChi~c:
means tu oue wantinr ia vital sirenf!'th,
•r ~ull6riu~ trom
Mrvll\R d:obUJt,y,

::.°:.:~':I t,::f;

9ft4 W•rlooso YO'ins?

hwenl eU by
ltrof • .J. B. Roche •.

!!,!!r!l~~~~!l~!~:!~::,. !~r.~!1r!1!l!

~;[v~;;~~enr~~lo1i:'Al;..'tv'tg~~tffo.1;d1!..wJJ1~~'i~~iv~!~! 0j/}{jj'Jj''-81t;0u-Jc-:-1i::1a~h~;~ ~~~~J~~i3~a~~-u~~-d~--;;}~{~efs~~~
ha& ordere.~ r emedv tchicld.s 1n box po.stman i& now delivenn g. No. 7-Ha& begun to over·comc totacco cra1·rnq. Alreadt1
u feelwg much better; vigor and ambition returm·no. No. &-Surprising improvement; all craving oone,jllled w1th n t ut

i:,~:;:g1:,,~'/,}?o~~1'c~~rf'i~~J:;;,:~N:~iLJ1:~:~~~ge~~dn~~: ~:;th~~'ith':;:~ ~~:,.~1i~h: h:.S n~~bfgo~~"::~:;e~~~~!
Would You like to Qui t Tobacco Qui c kly and Easily and En/oy
Yo urself a Thousand 1 Times Better While In Robust Healt/1?

0

1

Why
to commit alow
when you can live a
contented life you o
i;et your body n.nd nerve•
STOP Rul' NINC really
lorLuring~att.empt to rid oneself of tobacco
elim ina t e nicotine poison from the syste:m. , and
You
R LIFE
o vercome the craving. .
Tobacco ls poiso n o us and • c riously injure• health in s ever al ways causing such
1.a
continne

.,

NING

In keeping your bowefg regu lar do pot .
become addJcted to weakening TIUrgatlves
or miner•! Jaxatlns: Just try KOffOLAX;
safe, gentle. wholesome. Best and coes
farthest. Obtalnablo at busy d rugg!sts, every ..
where. Korolux is rellet tot mn.ny.. ailments,
1ncludlnc const1pn.Uon. . hc:\daches. cUz2)'
speUs, belching, ga.a. J1eartburn, torpid Uver.
bad breath, uervousnesa. dyspepsia, 1ndtecs·
tion. obesity, Jllenta.l and physical d ullness.

if

suicide

r li;ht? lt is nnsate and
by suddenl y stopping with "will-po\Ter"-<ion't do it. Tho correct w ay
is to
ienillnely
disorder!
nervous dys;npsia, s1eep Jessnesa , gaa belching_ f,na\vl~;:-, or other uncomfort:ll.1Te sensation in stomach ;
constipation, headnc.lie , 'veak eyes, loes of v i:o r , reu Gpo.ts on skin, throat iri.·itatlon. ca:t.a.rrb, A.sthm a,
bronch1tia, heart failure, :m.elancholy, lung troubie, !ID.pure (poisoned) blood,. heartbnrn. torpid liver,
loss of app e tite, ba.li teeth, foul breatn, la.181.tude, l'n.ck o f am•
bltlon, w~alt e ning and fallin g_ out of h:.Ur and mauy othttt d isorders. •

Ove1·come that peculiar nervousneiiS and cravin&' for
cigarettes-. cl~ars, pipe, ch:ewi uli tobacco , or snuff.
!!ere ls ~n opportunity to receive .FkEE a car efully compiled
tre.1tlse o:i the subject, containing interesting and valuable inform·
a tlo n t.!lat you shoulcl be ~d to lea?n about. This book t ella all a.bout t h e

'f..'ii':t f:t':.'it~a'fi~sRslf.'Jed th~~~~!~Hf?.~mb{h';;hlt~e!~';!:~tfri1 8
0

tabJJ.cco hablt.

FullJ>&rttr11l11rs. in,..l n<H::ig thv bOok on tobacco

·

an~

·~w~~:i'~~.;tJ~ i~·.::i:~:1:~1~i:~~ 1'1:01.~~;d'~J:':r;,~1·.rn~~~.

EDWARD J . WOO DS,

NOTE.-To thoie

~he

TH-103, Station F, New York, IN. Y .

are injuring their healt]J, making themselves n(Ml(IUI, d11$.peptic, etc., b11 exce$$ive use of d(!artobacco
W t'OUr OZJportunit11 to Qtnc.t.u c.md ewi/11 bec<Jme i.•ou1· own master.

' ""' ciqar1 , pipe, .snv;ff or chewing

;-here

P lay Eigh.t
Instruments
No Study
Necessary

If yoµ

~JlP. ~um,

Every home. every group of friend•
should have Song-o-Phoues, tbe rs·
markable instruments that anyone
can pldy. They produce r ich, sweet.
P.OWerful ton es, imitatlng band illstruments U1at tak& ye'lra ot studJ'
'.!!!!. l,.tnu:i.ice to learn to Iilay.
talk or sing you and your friends can

become expert Song-a-Phone players right away , and play
anything from the good old songs to t.he most popular bits.

Song-o-Phones
are deligqting
thousands
Send riaht away for booklet and
full par ticulars about these wonderful. inexpensive instruments.

;411orica's

Malled free to any addreea by
the Author

Pioneer
H. CU.Y GLOVER CO., Iiac.,
Dog Medieines 118 West 31st Street, New York

v:e

15 S~~~~
c:1 ni:a~~~neget ~~s~l~ig:r8f{yml~!:NN86~~
complete wlti1 ammWlltlon for over 100 shots. Postage
3 cents extra. This includes membership in Club show·
1ng you how you can make easy money in your spare
ume.
K REW SU PPLY COl\IPANY
De~t. A, 1335 N. Clark St.
CHICA GO, ILL.
DE ALE RS WR ITE F OR PR ICES.
Bi G P ROFITS.

At all musical instrument
dealers, department stores and
t oy shops. or write for fre e
B ooklet.

The Sonophone Company
37 S. Nintll St., ll ABrooklyn, N.Y.

Get a small box or 011 el
Koreln (ln capsules) 1.t &tlJ' drue
Follow simple direct1on1
and reduce at least one pound,
averaie. weekly under $100 auarantee. Absolutely wholesome; endorsed by physlc1&n>. The fl!
seems to melt away. By proper
reduction you will ma.ke wonder-

SendYourName
and We'H Send

store.

You a Lachnite

I

~~t =~!~d.n ~Jdi~~~~n~ ~:~;

lite. Remember Oll ot Koreln.
Non-purgattn; no thyroid. l:
the drucglst.a'; or write ~m
FREE BOOK to '11:oreln Com·
pa.,,-. NG-103. Slatlon F. New York City. Best method
ln the world to become 1lender qu1ck1Jr, Hfe)J', 1ne:z:oenslvely-and stay thin.
EteJ'J' 0Ter·1tout man or
._omttn .should l'>!e weicht "-Od hnnron nersonal1t_v

s

~ PANTS =:ffu~0
Not Sl.00, not even 60c. not one cent
cost to JQU under oar easy conditione.

lie •xtra charc•• for extra biK", extremepe£~

~~ foc!a~1~1c;:.861fi:~.tniil!f~:e ;:ae:ke
8

anodier order. before you boy,a suit or panta.

~drlf":m/~~ 1<fJ.~~·'tb~ff~fK. :'i!~iff:r~

tailoring deal. Costa ootbin• and oo •xtra chllll'S'U.

KNICK&IUIOCKIER TAILORING CO•

..-'--llto 672

ClllU,p, ....

'

.QUICK HAIR CROWTH!

· ,Are you one of the 98% who

Box Free To You!

didn't finish High School? If so you
are badly handicapped. Without this
training you are barred f.rom a successful business career;, from the
leading professions, fro.n Wl'!ll-paid
civil service jobs, from teaching and
college entrance, in fact from all
worthwhile positions•

11111
.,,..ould You LiJ:e Buch a &1ult '"
Do yon wawt, free,

that

&

T/iur

(.It ·

trial bo,1: ot K'oca-

b.r poeteord or letter, ukiDC for FREE
This tamou.1 preparation le for dMtdraff,

BDI.

t&lii...
IP

Gold·plated Lua)llere and
Chain, pair Earbob1, Gold.
plated F.xpa11alon Dracelet

wo1ae11 i it b perfectly barmltu •ad orte•
1tarU hair gro"tb In a few tian. .&.44.--.1

Rinirs ALL FREE for
onlJ 15 pieces
jewclrr at 10 cents each.
Co\..,.rnbta Novelty Ce.

ntnc hair a.ad eneral form• of

FR E

?~~~MJJ~·,~~tianla!b:~ reported w~
1
1
; ~: ;:e~f~ ra~::kot~T. "':!:f J!;0!::e.~i:

l oakott l.llboratory, KA 103, Station F,

Now York. ft.Y,

with Im. Wateh,gu1ran.teft.
quality and 3 Gold·plated
sellin~

Dop.296BastB01toa, Dau.

WE
1 WJLL

BIG VALUE for I 0 Ots.

.!l!t~.8'.\J.• .!..tul·:.~f.~;!szw~~•• :.~~!~~

"

a LadJ Should Jhuco Ber lleaG to make htm PropOM Marrlap.
•Bow toOatoh a RiobBaob•lor. •• Ho• to Win lbe lnorofLadlet.
eddi.D.cErlq W1tt•~ .•
Allnbjeoiahelpfu.ltolonrs. 10C POSTPAID

-o.

You don't want
to be handicapped
nor do you have to
be. Let the Amer·
ican School give
you the training you missed. Our

0

High School Course covers. every subject
taught in a 'resident school. It will broaden
your knowledge, make you keen, alert and
capable and fit you to earn a higher
salary. You can complete the entire
course in two years.

Test this' Course at our expense.

Take ten full examinations, then;.( you don't
feel satisfied you are not out one cent.
Training alone will make you master of your
work, able to think and act for yourself,
and competent enough. to secure and bola
the position you wan~ Whether you lack
High School training or specialized instruction NOW is the time to get it.

6 Songs, words and music; 25 Pic-

tures Pretty Girls;40 Ways to Make
Money; l Joke Book; l Book on
Love; 1 Magic Book; l Book Letter
Writing; l Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook· Book; 1 Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games; I
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers; I Morse Telegraph Alphabet; 12 · Chemical Experiments;
Magic Age Table; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrums; 3 Puzzles;
12 Games; 80 Verses for Autograph Albums.
All
the above by mail for 10 eta. and ~ eta. postage.
BOYA.L SA.LES CO., Box !O , South Nor .. alk, Con,n.

HIS
lllJUIHHG

Gl!I

kot:t.
has proved 11toctuft.lt in IO mmiy
ca1el1 H ao, you need.only to a.newer tbll ad"r.

BIG DEMAND FOR
SICILLED WOlllCEAS

60 Days'TriaI

YANKEE PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.

The demand was never greater for skilled
workers in every trade and profession. The
pay was never hi!'lher-the opportunities
never !{Teater. Tram and get into the game
for all 1t is worth. We cuarantee aatisfactlon. You do not risk one cent. Check and·
mall Coupon NOW. We will promptly send
you full details and Free Bulletin.

Ill AICAN SCHOOL

To the Wife of

OP CODDUPOll:IDIRCI
Dept. H-982 Cbica110, lllinoio

One who Drinks

1

If this should reach the eyes of a w!'fe,
m other or friend of some good man who
drinks liquor to excess and cannot overcom e the self-ruining habit, let her write
t o Edward J. Woods, DE-601, Station F,
New York, N. Y., for confldential information which ls likely to bring a comnlete victory over the drink habit. Adv't.

BOILS or PIMPLES
,If You are troubled with bolls or pimples I want to
JLTe you the Joy surprise ot your Ufe by eondina: 1

proof treatment of the wonderfull1 curative natural
eradlcaUna: elixir &'iven me by au Indian in my train
~ camp.
It cured me; ts worklnr marvels for
otb.ers. WhSI' not 11oul Enclose !.2o to conr my ex
peme of this notice and ma.lU.ne. Address; James
W. 11 ... IY. D&. Portland, Maino.
4

4

Send only 10 cent.I In cash or stamps and your wlllat
measurement. Upon receipt we 11ha1l immediately send
you a Genuine Sanden Electric Belt. In a few hours
lt will reach you by :c1:arcel post. If you like it :riay
the postman only $4.75! and a Belt or $10 nlue "lll
be youri. Wear the Belt tor 60 day•. and It uU.fled.
recommend 1t to your friends. It not ia.t1Jfted, return
the Belt to ua 1mmld1ately and we 11hall return your
money as soon as the Belt reaches us. If you suffer
Crom debility, backache, rheumatism, dyspepsia, or any
trouble dua to o. run-down system, this 1a an oppor
tunity you should not miss. The Sanden Berculex Belt
is the best in the world. and the offer we ma.ke 1s
absolutely 1tenuine. Uncle Sam wUl aee !h&t we cam
it out and that you are :rirotected.

Tell me how I can fit myself
for the position marked X:
.....High School Gradoate
..... Electrical Engineer
.....Telephone Engineer

..... Shop Soperinteodent
.,,_Lawyer
..... Business Mana.rer

.....Building Contrsetor
.. Structura l Eni:i1'eer
.. :::Mechanical Enzineer
..... Civil Engineer

..... Stenographer •
..... Bookkeeper
..... Fir~ Jnsuranc~ Ad juster
..... Sanitary ~n1rme ~r
.....Automobile Engineer

:::::S~~~~~!n

.. ... St'aam Enaineer

:::::~:lii~;d Public Accountaat

4

TheBUC11lex Co,.1416 B'way, NewYork,Dept.K

Name ... ................................. ,_ ............ - .............. _ •...._._ •

'

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
98'.! The Liberty B_o ys ' Compact; or, •Bound by An Oatb .
983 The Liberty Boys' Hollow Square; or, Hvllling Off t h

-· -LATEST ISSUES--970 The Li\Jerty Boys' Drum Bent; or, Calling Out tbe Patriots.
971 The Ll\Jerty Boys in n Tight Place; or, Dick Slater's Luck
Shot.
972 Th e Liberty Boys · settling Old Scores; or, The Capture o
Gen eral Prescott.
973 The Liberty Boys and Trumpeter Barney; or, The Brave
Ilugl er's Defiance.
974 The Liberty Boys in Iron s: or, Caught on a Prison Sblp.
975 The J,iberty Iloys and the Refugees; or, The Escape at Battle
l?ass.
076 The JAberty Boys After the Jaegers; or, The !Ame rican Cause
in P eril.
977 '.J.'he Liberty Boys, L!gbt.ning Sweep; or, The Affair At Rugeley's Mill.
•
078 The Libert,- Bo:vs and the Dumb Messe nger; or, Out With
•
the Mountnin Men.
97n Th P J, iherty Boys' Cavalry Charge; or. Running Out the

sinn;;.

:)f1 'l'he Lil:)e r ty Boys' Countersign; or, Hot Work at the Fo
0 'i Tlie Lilwrt.v Boys· Gold Chest; or, The Old 'l'ory's Seer
08(; The Liberty HO.\'·' Helping Ha r den; or, Spy Against Sp
987 The Liberty J;oys• Compact; or, Bound by an Oath.
088 '.rile L i herty Boys on Picket Duty; or, Facing the W
Dang0r.
980 ~~ l•P L ibert.v Roys and .the Queen's Rangers; or, Raid
Rnil1 0 r ~ .

!lro The l .ihPrtJ- Boys at Savannnb; or. Attack r a On All SI
!l!ll 'l'11c Li bert.v Bors and DeKalb; or. Dick l'!ater·s Last
!lf\2 The Lih ert.v BnJ•s' Seven B attles ; or, Fi g hting lo th~ F

O~~

'.rile J ihert.v Ho.vs and the Press Gang; or, 'l'bc R
F:'raunc:fl' s Tav0rn.
~04 The Li!wrt.v no,·s ~t 1hc Drath Line; or. Savin;:- the Pr
of Logtown.
9C5 T~~ );~h~;~~~ - 1~ o n' in rri ~ nn: o r, The M~(·apc 11,rom t

1

Skinner~.
·
980 Th e Liberty Boys' Secret: or, The Girl Spy of Brooklyn.
O!JG T hftu~~-berty Boys Flanking the Enemy; or, Putnam's
981 The Liberty Boys in the Swamp; or, Fighting Along the Sa u t ee.
For sa le by all newsdealers, or will be sent t o any address on receipt of price, 7 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

,-

IF ' YOU

168 ,V. 23d St.,

WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers_. they can be obtained from the pui:;lishers direet. Wri
and fill in your Ordllr and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklie~ will be sent to you by
mail. POSTAGE STAM.PS TAKF.N THE SAME AS MONEY.

O ·lJ R

AND , BOOKS

N o 1. NAPOLEON'S OBACULU!ll AND
No. 14. HOW TO lllA.KE CANDY.-A comNo. 31. llOW TO BECO~IE A S
l>'REAM BOOK.-Contalning the great oracle plete band-book' for making· all kinds of
ER.-Containlng fourteen illustration
of human destiny; also the true meaning . of candy, Ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc .. etc.
lng the different positions requisite
almost any kind of dreams, together with
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
COilJe a good speaker, rea de r and elocu
charms, ceremonies, and curious games of -Oue of the- brightest and mos t valuable
Al so containing gems from all the
cards.
•
little books ever given to the world. Everyauthors of prose and poetry.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The ~r.eat body wishes to know how to become beautiNo. 32. now TO RJDE A BICY
book of magic and card tric.ks, 1 contau~rng ful, both male and female. T.he secret is
Containing instruction s for hei:;inners,
f ull in~tructivn on all the lead10g carO. tricks simple, uud almost costless.
or a machine, b'i nts on training,
of the day, also the most popular magical
No . 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEcomplete book. Full of practical i
tlluslons as performed by our leading magi- NING r ,uiTY.- A cqmplete compendi um of
tions.
clans; every boy should obtain a copy of g'arnes, sports, card diversions, comic recitat bls book .
tions, etc., suitable for parlor or drawingNo. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAlllES.No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
room entertainment. It contains more for
plete ·and useful little book, contain ·
1\•lles of flirtation are fully explained by this the money than any book pui.Jlisb ed.
rules and regulations of billiards, ba
little book. Besides the various method s of
No. 21. HOW •.ro HUNT AND FISil.-The
backgamrrion, cr oquet, dominoes, et
handkerchief, fan, glove, pal'llsol, window most complete bunting and fishing guide
No·. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUN
and bat flirtation, it contains a full list of ever published. It co ntains full in s t~uctions
-Containing all the leacliug conuncl
the language and sentiment of flowers.
about guns, bunttng dogs, traps, trapping
the day, amusing ridcl!es, curious
No. 4,. HOW TO DANCE Is the title of and fishing, together with description of
and witty say in gs.
thi s little \Jook. It contains full instructions game and fish.
in tbe art of a·aacing, etiquette in the ballH o. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT. No. 38. HOW TO BECO~rn l"OU
room and at parties, how to dress, and full Heller's second sight explaiued \Jy his !orDOCTOR.-A \Yonderfol book, con
directions for calling otr in all popular mer assistant, Fred Hunt. Jr. Ex[!)aining
useful and p.ractical info1·mation in th
square danc'l)l.
·
how th\! secret dlalo;;ues ''"ere carried on hement of ordinnr;v d:seasef· an<l ailmen
No. 5. HOW TO JIL'.KE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the
1non to ever)'· fumily. A.hounding it
plete guide to loYe, courtship and _marriage, s tage ; al so giving all the codes and signals.
and effective r ecipe• for genera ! com
givtng sensii.Jle advice. mies and etiquette to
No. 23 . HOW TO EXPLAIN DREA}IS.No. 39. HOW TO RAl~E DOGS,
i.Je observed, with many c urious and interest- '.!'bis little book gjves t he explanation to an
TRY, PIGEO'.\'S AND HABlllTS.-.
ing things not generally .Known.
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
uncl instructive book. Handsomely i(
No. 6, HOW TO BECOME AN ATHL ETE. unlucky days.
ed. ·
-Giving full instruction for the use of
N o. 24. now T<J WRITE LETTERS TO
du r.1 bbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, bori- GENTLEJllEN.- Containing full instru<:tions
Nn. 40.
IIOW TO JIJAKE AN
zon ta l bars and various other methods .of for w r iting to gentlemen on all subjects.
TRA.PS.-lncluuing h ints on l10w t
No. 25. HOW TO BECO!llE A GYJ\INAST.
1
t
moles, weasels. otter, rats. squir r
developing a good, b ealt h Y muse e; con 9.lll- , -Containing full instructions for all kinds
birds . Also how to cu re skins. C
ing over sixty illustrations.
of gymnastic s ports and atbletlc exercises.
illu strated .
No. 7. IIOW TO KEEP BIBDS.-Hand- E b
· · bl
fi
ii
s omelv illustrated and containing full in- fe~o~ar~~·~ :ifn~d~~a~J. lustratlons. By ProNo. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YOR
Etructlons for the management and tralnini:;
No. 26.
IIOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
ll[EN'S JOKE BOOK.-Containing l
or the canary, mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Fully illustrated. Full
variety ot the latest jokes used by tl
bird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
instructions are given in this little book, tofamous end men. No amateur mins
complete without this wonderful llttl
No . 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILO- gether with instructions on swlmmtng and
QUIST.- By Harry Kennedy. Every int~lll- riding, companion spo rts to boating.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW
gent boy reading this book of instroctions
No. 27. now TO RECITE AND BOOK
can master the art, and c r eate any amount OF BECITATIONS.-Containing the most STUllIP SPEAKER.-Containlng av
sortm ent of st ump speeches, Negro
of fun for hi.m self and friends. It ls the popular selections In u se, comprising Dutch·
and Iris h. Also end men's jokes.
greatest book . ever published.
dialect. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dinthing !or home amusement and
No 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self- l ect pieces, together with maiiy standard
shows
·
d efense made easy. Containing over thirty r eadings.
Illustrati on s of guards, blows, and the differ No. 28. HOW TO T ELL FORTUNES_
No. 43. now TO BECOME A JIIA<l
ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone is desirous of knowing what his
-Containing the grandest assort
should obtain one of tbese useful and i n- future life will bring forth, whether bapptmairi cal illusions ever placed bef
structive books, as it will teach you how to n<'ss or misery, wealth or poverty . You cau
public. Also tricks with cards, inca
bo:i: wftbout nu instructor.
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
etc.
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be convinced.
,
No. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN
TERS.-A most complete little book, containNo. 29. HOW TO BECO!llE AN INVENBU:II.-A grand collection of Albu
ing full directions for w r iting love-letters, TOR.-Every boy shou ld know bow invensuitable
for auy time and occasion,
and w:hen to use them , giving specimen let- tioios originated. This book explains them
ing Lines of Love, Affection. Sentim
ters fov young and old. ""
·
all, giving examples In electricity, hydraulics,
mor.
Respect.
and Condofenoe, als
No. 12 HO'V TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, pneumatics. mP,..llanics,
Suitable for Valentines and Weddin
LADIES·.-Giving complete instructions f or etc.
•
writing letters to ladies on all subjects; also
No. Slt; HO\V TO COOK.-One of ,nc} most
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YO
l etters of introduction, notes abd requests.
in structive lfooks on cooking ever published.
STREL GUIDE AJ'SD JOKE BOOK
thing new and very instructive. E
No. 13. HOW TO DO l'.I'; OR, BOOK! OF It contains r ecipes for cooktng meat.•. fish,
ETIQUETTE.-rt is a great life secret. and game, and oysters; also aies, puddings,
snoulcl obtain this hook, as It cont
one that eve-ry young man desires to know cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grancl
i nstructions for organizing an nmat
all about. There's happiness in it.
collectlC\n of r ecioes.
strel trouoe.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to an y add r ess on r eceipt of price, lOc. per copy, or 3 for 25c., in money or postage st

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., Ne

